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Celebrating 64 Years In The Tanzpa Bay Area
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39th ANNUAL MISS TEENAGE TAMPA PAGEANT
Gamma Theta Omega Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated presented the 39th Annual Miss Teenage Tampa
Pageant at the Tampa Convention Center on April 5, 2009. The theme was "The Essence of Silk and Pearl." The commentators
were Mrs. Denise White and Ms. Donna Douglas. Shown with the winner from left to right are: Shakenya Berrien, Rikka Lovely, ·
Whitney Ross, Jasmine Mingo, Yvette Hall (Co-Chairman, Miss Teenage Tampa), Evelyn E. McFadden (President), Deidre Jones ·
(Pageant's General Chairman), Nina Zimmering, Ariana Stewart, Sierra Farred, and Leonora Nicome. Seated, Mis$ Teenage
Tampa 2009, Kezia Gilyard.
·

Ofticer Crashes Police
Car Into Man's House

NCNWTo Host
AnnuaiLunch•n
SEE PAGE 9

Ministry-Plans To
Build New Center
SEE PAGE 9

Gun Charge lets
18 Years Time
· SEE PAGE 16
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Features

'Pa,stors·on Patrol' launch
Huue Communitv Initiative
the
virus;
and
·Hillsborough County is the
leading county in Florida
of reported HIV/AIDS
cases."
Rev. Nathan said the
church community has
been silent far too long and
quotes the Bible scripture,
II Chronicles, 7:14th
verse: "If my people, w!J.~ch
are called by my name,
shall humble themselves;
and pray, and seek! my
face, and turn from their· ·
wicked ways; then will I
REV. c;L\RENCE NATHAN ·
hear from heaven and will
forgive their sin, and will
.
heal their land. n
BY LEON B. CREWS
"We're trying to get the
Sentinel Staff Writer
word out through our iniPastors On P·atrol, a
tiative called, "Hands
local organization comAcross The City." We're
prised of 123 pastors, has
trying to reach into as
launched an initiative they
many churches as poshope will not only introsible."
Rev. Nathan said on
duce them to the community, but open doors of
April 29th, a citywide
opportunity.
revival will focus on the
Pastors On Patrol was
need to create awareness
founded by Rev. Abe
and take back the city. The
Brown and currently, is
theme of that revivni will
be "Taking Back Wli.~:t The
led by its president. Dr. W. ·
James Favorite. ·
Devil Has Stolen."
. Rev. Cl&!"ence Nat~an,
"Tampa leads the.E_ation
a member, said they have
in adult entertainment,
ust become a pait of the .
and it's tini"e the peopleNational AIDS Awareness ~
know · t~is. Vfe want to get
Task Force. · .-·, - .
the word out and teach
."It's comprised of several · abstinence and ~du'cat~
states, and we're the only
the people. We're trying to
group in the south 'that is '.· get the information out to
a part of the national orga- · . the· county that leads all
nization. that .was founded ,... other counties in incarcerin Rochester, New York.
ating young Black men in
"In Florida, 15% of
state prisons."
African Americans comOn April 30th, Pastors
prise the overall populaOn Patrol will hold a Bible
tion. However, ~frican·
service at Greater Mt.
Americans account for 53%
Carmel on 34th Street at 7
of those in Florida affected . . p.m. as part of their East
with the HIV/Aif?S virps. :, . Side Revival. Pastor Ron
Florida railks third nationFields wilf preside over
ally ~f those infected with
that revival.
On May 1st, the group
will have a West Side
revival at Mt. Olive on .
LaSalle Street.
Rev. Nathan wants the
public to attend these con-·
.. ·_,fer~:nce~ a.n.'di find .. out .
· about other projects the
. group is working on.
'

. .Support The
Florida Sentinel
Advertisers

Police Cruiser Crashes Into
Sulphur Springs Residence

. LEON CHURCH·
••• Robbery suspect being
chased. ·
·

The hole in this resldente ·at.S707 N. i2th St. was ca~ed by a
TPD cruiser when the officer apparently lost control. The hole·
has since been covered.· ·
·

George Sanders is still
trying to come to grips with
the fact that a police cruiser from the Tampa Police
Department crashed into
his
home
Thursday
evening, leaving a huge
hole.
Sanders says it was
about 6 p. m. when the
incident occurred. The

cruiser was .chasing anoththe gun to the head 9f the
er vehicle when the officer
victim and demanded jewlost control and ended up
elry. As the victim was runin the living room of his
ning, the suspect fired a
apartment at 8707 N. 12th
round in the vicinity of the
St. The hole has since been
victim.
covered with plywood, he
An alert with the tag
said.
number of the vehicle was ·
"There were children out
placed. The vehicle was
playing. It just seems as
spotted in the vicinity of
though they didn't care. ·
:Nebraska and Yukon. The
There were so 'many differdriver and another person
ent streets they could have
exited the car and fled on
gone through to cut off
foot · at Yukon and
these guys without chasing
Fairbanks, with officers in
them in a police car
foot pursuit. Suspect ·Leon .
through a residential comChurch, 25, of Brandon, ·
munity," Sanders said.
.
was taken into custody and
1
"Since that happened, 1
charged
with armed rob-·
don't even let' my family sit
bery.
The
handgun used
in the living room."
was
fou·nd
in the area.
According to ~ 'police
Church
is
also
being held
report, officers responded
Oil
a
narcotics
warrant
out
to a reported shooting at
·from
Ft.
Myers."
·..
..
.
.
.,. .
the Meridian .· Pointe ·
The
TPD
spokesp.
e
r;on
.
Apiut:D:tent Complex short-said
the
officer
did
strike
. ly after 5 p: m., Thursday.
Upon their arrival, they · the home, _however the
learned that a robbery had
cause of the crash is 'still
occurred. The suspect held
being investigated.

Hillsborough Co.
Schools Send Out
swin·e.Fiu Alen
· i in light ·of the recent
Swine Flu outbreak in
M-exico, government officials · are
advising
Americans against traveling
to the country. Although
none of the 40 confirmed
ca~es are in Florida, bay
area officials are also
encouraging the public to
take the necessary precau-·
tions.
On Monday, .the
Hillsborough County School
;·District sent a letter home
with students talking about
the flu. The letter stated, .
"Swine Flu in people is
characterized by fever, sore
th~oat, ·cough, body aches,
headaches, chills, and
fatigue, similar to most
viruses. Not all individuals
will suffer from all of the
syffiptoms.," the letter stat~
ed.
Linda Cobbe,
sp'o:kes}:)e'rson ·
the
Hillsborough County' School
District said, "We are sending the letters home as a
precaution. We are urging
parents to take their youngst.P.rs to the doctor if they
· .aving any symptoms
and not to se'nd their children to school until they are
well."
Anyone with any questions can contact the
Hillsborough County Health
Department's Epidemiology
Program at (813) .307-8010,
or visit . the Centers for
Disease Control .website at
www.cdc.goy.
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East Tampa Group
To Host Job Fair
will also have companies
that specifically will hire exfelons."
Benjamin said there will
be workshops held on how
to· dress for success, prepare
a resume, potential entrepreneurs, tips on interviewing, motivational speakers,
and other aspects of employment.
All potential employees
are asked to come alone,
wear interview clothing,
bring at least 10 copies of
their resume, and be prepared to take notes during
the job fair.
Tampa Bay Workforce will
be in attendance as well as
a representative from Erwin
Technical School.
BenJamin said the focus
is to help people get back to
work.
: "We need to have people
working to become self sufficient. That helps the entire
community."
"A lot or people have
stopped looking for work
and have become totally
dependent on public assistance."
Any additional employers
with job openings are invited to attend, or contact
Cindy Toselli at (813) 2423807.
Plans are also underway
to establish a Small
Business
Information
Center in East Tampa.
Reporter Leon B. Crews
can be reached ai (813)
248-0724, ·or e-mailed at
lcrews@flsentinel.com.

LEERONE BENJAMIN

The East Tampa
Community Revitalization
Partnership will be hosting
an East Tampa Community
Job Fair Wednesday, May
6th from 10 a.m. until 2
p.m.
· The job fair will be held at
Cyrus Greene Recreation
Complex, 2101 East Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Boulevard.
ETCRP Vice-Chairman,
Leerone Benjamin, said
this job fair will also target
senior citizens.
"We have 25 employers
expected to attend and they
will be seeking "to fill positions ranging from entrylevel to management and
representing industries
such as healthcare, customer service, hospitality,
finance, sales, insurance,
skilled trades, call centers,
· transportation, security,
. parks and recreation, sea.
sonal help and more." •
"We will .also establish a
database to retain resumes
of potential employees. We

,
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suspended OHicer 'To Be Monitored'
A 36-year-old Tampa
Police officer was suspended for two weeks without
pay after he admitted to
enlisting the assistance of a
confidential informant to
settle a dispute. The officer
was also warned that he
could be terminated if he
gets into any more trouble.
Major
Gerald
Honeywell said, Officer
Ronald Johnson "was
remorseful and honest during the Internal Affairs
investigation. \He is -going
to.be· monitored closely and
he knows that he must stay
out of trouble if he wants to
continue being a Tampa
Police officer."
Officer Johnson reportedly admitted during the
Internal Affairs investiga-

Missing 9-Year-Oid

Found In

Nearbvlake

the motel.
tion, that he had a personal
relationship with Ms.
Johnson is said to have
Denitra Britt after he
convinced a confidential
investigated a burglary at
informant to contact Osuji
her home in 2002. She was
and
pretend
te
be
arrested the following year
Johnson's wife. According
and sentenced to 3 years in·,
to the report, Johnson
prison for trafficking in
called Osuji approximately
cocaine and possession of
35 times between March 21
drug
paraphernalia,
and March 22, 2008. He is
records show.
also alleged to have left
Johnson said that after
threatening messages.
her release in 2007, he
During March 2008,
went to her home with the
Johnson and Ms Britt
intent to ask her to become
exchanged 26 telephone
· a confidential informant; ·
calls · and 228 text mesbut she declined. However,
sages, the report stated.
in: Match 2008, Johnson
Major Honeywell said
, reportedly rented a motel
the -Hillsborough County
room with the intent of
State Attorney's Office
resuming an intimate reladeclined to prosecute base_d
tionship with Ms. Britt.
on a lack of evidence! He
However, when she
also said that Johnson's
arrived,
her
former
honesty and forthrightness
boyfriend, N didi . Osuji,
were taken 'into' consideraallegedly confronted her in
tion when the punishment
the parking lot and Ms.
was decided.
Britt left the motel with
. A former football player
Osuji, the Internal Affairs
at the University of South
report said.
Florida, Johnson became
The report further stated
a Tampa Police Officer on
that Osuji left a note at
November 26, 2001. He has
Johnson's in-laws' resiworked in all three districts
dence, asking Johnson's
and is currently assigned to
wife to call him. Osuji is . · District III.
.
alleged to have called
City ~ditor Iris B.
Johnson's home and told
Holton can be contacted
his daughter about the
at (813) 248-1921 or by.eaffair and then Johnson's
mail iholton@fisentinelwife about the incident at
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SONY GEORGES
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POLK COUNTY. .: ':
Between 4 p.m. and 5 p.irl::;;
Sunday, Sony Georges, 9, ···
told his older brother he
was going to the. lake, referring to Lake Cannon, in
Winter Haven, which was a
few blocks away from their
· home. Georges mother was
at work and his older brothers and sisters. were watching . him. · His brother
assumed he was going to
play in the neighborhood as
usual.
.The Polk County Sheriffs
Office said when the boy's
mother arrived home from
work 'around 11 :20 p.m.
Sunday, she began looking
for him. The family found
his bicycle at the lake, but
he was nowhere to be found.
A helicopter, Marine Unit,
and K-9 team were
deployed to search for the
boy, and around 7:45 a.m.
Monday, the dive team
located the body of a small
child in the lake, 10 feet
from shore . He was later
identified as the missing
boy.
A preliminary report indicates Sony Georges died
from drowning, but an official cause of death is pending an examination by the
Medical Examiner's Office.
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-ays a time-honored adage, "If you continue to do
the same thing in the same way, you will continue
to get what you've always gotten." That adage
came to mind during a discussion on how the Black
community seeins to mobilize periodically for marches,
candlelight vigils and the like, after senseless deaths of
or killings by our youth. Certainly, marches and candlelight vigils have their places and register short-term impact as well as high visibility. But Black parents,
churches and community organizations need to use
strategies, which will have long-term impact to stem the
tide and trend of gang violence and killings among our
youth and adults as well. Indeed, there's a time to do
what we have not always done. And that time is now!
Our concern is the woeful lack of skills demonstrated
by parents and caregivers' who are currently raising
children. Many accounts of public displays of poor
anger management and conflict resolution skills~ well
as verbal abuse of children by parents point to reasons
why our children use poor choices in handling conflict
and self-emotion. Undoubtedly, if children grow up with
verbal abuse and violence, they learn to become verbally:· ·
abusive and potential public enemies.
We suggest all marches and candlelight ceremonies
conclllde with parents being taught how to teach their ·..
children to handle violence and conflict. We also recom- '
mend adults who work with children be taught conflict
resolution. Finally, we urge our preachers to teach
peace, patience and parental responsibility from the
pulpit. As we walk and continue to pray, we must now
begin to work!
·

S

ractically everyone
will agree that all
children need a safe
place. They need to feel secure in their homes,
churches, and schools. However, ~t seems that our children are quickly running out
of safe places.
In recent times, we have
read about cases of physical
abuse ·in the home, sexual
abuse at church and at
school. So, where .is a safe
place for our children?
Within a to-day period two
young boys hanged themselves. The subsequent investigations revealed that both
Carl Joseph WalkerHoover, of Springfield,
Massachusetts and Jaheem
Herrera, of DeKalb, Georgia were victims of bullying
at ·their respective schools.
Both boys were only 11years-old.
Both mothers said they

P

C. BLYTHE ANDREWS, JR., CHAIRMAN
S. KAY ANDREWS, PUBLISHER
C. BLYTHE ANDREWS Ill, PRESIDENT/CONTROLLER
GWEN HAYES, EDITOR
BETTY DAWKINS, ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
KEITH GEORGE, CIRCULATION DIRECTOR

complained to their sons' respective schools. But, not
enough was done to make the
children feel secure. So, each
of these · boys, who never
knew each other, felt the only
end to their misery was
death.
There is nothing sadder
than a little child ending his
own life before he even began
to live. And, the fact that the
incidents took place in two
different states is an indicator that it is a national problem, and not isolated
incidents.
Parents, teachers, school
administrators, child advocates, and anyone with a concern for the welfare of
children should be appalled ·
by this news.
Unfortunately, bullying is
not a crime, so no criminal
action will ever take place.
And, while civil lawsuits are
possible, we must ask our-

selves if we can· really blame
the parents for what their
children do?
The sad part about this
· story is children must attend
school and parents cannot at- ,
tend school with them. But,
every parent should be able
to feel that school is a safe
place. ·
This places the burden of
protecting the children
squarely on the shoulders of
the schools. And something
must be done before another
child feels that suicide is the
only way out.
If the children fight the bullies, then they face suspen. sion. If they don't, then they
are in for more abuse, which .
ranges from verbal to physical.
All children need a safe place,
and school should be that
sanctuary. Something must
be done to stop bullying.

America The land Of Second Chances

·
o
·
IAHorror Bevond Hollvwood I

used to believe inmates could
have to live. It takes money
ne thing I love about
be rehabilitated. The State
for them to live. How do they
America is the fact
and
millegally
get money if theycan't
once
spent
millions
that
we
believe
in
...J
on
rehabilitaget
a
job
to earn money?
lions
of
dollars
and
·
giving
people
a
second
I.L
begins like this: Tokyo's Narita Airport installs a
What
I
recently
talke~ to a young
tion
for
inmates.
sometimes
a
third
chance.
device to test the temperatures of all passengers aran
individual
man
who
had
been in prison ·
happens
when
This
is
the
American
way,
. riving from Mexico. Health officials at New
that
has
been
rehabilitated,
for
dealing
drugs.
He had
right?
Zealand's Auckland International Airport begin screenbecomes
a
law-abiding
citiserved
his
time
and
was out ·
ing passengers arl'i.ving from all points in North AmerI know it is the truth. In
on
the
streets.
But,
he was
zen
and
a
contributing
memica, including
United States. Italy, Poland and
America, we invented the
ber
to
our
society?.
How
not
free
of
the
prison
he was
·
1
· ·Venezuela,advise -thei1'· eitizens to postpone trips to
word
rehabilitation and
.
. the
treat
thesti~di·
,.
·"hi:''·
That
·
prison
and
his
should
we
Mexico and America. R.u.Ssia bans the importation of
rehabilitation process. Amerhim
from
viduals?
record
was
keeping
meat from MeXico, California, Texas and Kansas. And
ica did do this, right?
' The ·Pe{)ptes': R'epu~lic'ofChbta quarantines anyone ar~ - ·" We believe so much in this
".;, Should w~ .bring up. the --< ~'l"g_etti,~-~. a_ job and m~kipg .
riving from the West who may be experiencing flu-like
things
that person was reha- . Iilone:r leg~y. .
~
process until we,admire and
bilitated from every time
The young man told me
Symptoms. Is this a movie? Neither MGM nor Twenticongratulate those who rehaeth Century Fox could produ~e a film so life-like. This is
their name is mentioned?
that he ~ad been searching
bilitate themselves and take
real! This is now! And officials advise, "this is here!" ·
for a legitimate job, but no ·
Should we forever hold the
advantage of a given second
one would hire him because
We're referiin'g to the Swine-Flu. It has killed more .
past transgressions of a reba- ·
chance.
Does
this
principle
of
his prison record. He said
than 103-people in Mexico while sickening 1,384 more
bilitated person against them
apply to all people or does it
in that country, and has sickened at least 20 Americans,
he
didn't want to go back to
if they have been successfully .
only apply to selective ones?
10 New Zealanders and 6 Canadians among others.
selling drugs, but if he didn't
rehabbed? Or should we '
.I ask you, can a drug addict
Can Swine-Flu be treated? Sources say Tamiflu ® and
find a job soon, he may have
judge them based upon what '
be rehabilitated? Can a crimRelenza ®can kill it. How does one keep from contractno other choice.
they have ·become and what
inal be rehabilitated? What
ing it? Wash your hands often with soap and water or
One thing I love about
they contributed to our sociabout a liar, a bully or an
with an alcohol based hand cleanser.
·
is that in theory, we
America
ety?
But most importantly, avoid people who have the flu,
abuser? How about a person
are
a
very
idealistic nation. In
Why is it so hard for a per: and if you are ill, please stay home. Loyalty and stupidwho has spent · time in
reality though; we often fail
son with a prison record to
~ ity don't mix! Limit your contact with others. PLEASE
prison?
·
to live up to our idealistic
. get a job? What are ex-pris~ cover your mouth_when you sneeze or cough.
I know the State of Florida
philosophies.
oners supposed to do? They
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Attending a B. B. King concert were Marjorie Anderson,
Cora Williams, Betty King, Emma Kilpatrick, and Margaret
Silas.
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This photo was taken at Univ'ersity Of Florida Black Alumni
Society event;
the p h ot o are Felicia Austin, Reginald Sallet,
Dea. Donald Latson. · · '
"
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Attending a Christmas Party in this photo from the past were Rosalyn ~rdon, Alma Purify, Essie Purify, Maey K~ne ~d William Kee~e.
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FAMU's Former Prexv Is First
African American Recipient
Of Prestigious Award

~
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TALLAHASSEE- Walter
Smith, Ph.D., Florida A&M
University's (FAMU) seventh
president, is the first AfricanAmerican recipient of the National
Education
Association's (NEA) 2009
Applegate-Dorros Peace and
International Understanding
Award.
"The Human and Civil
Rights Awards dinner is a
product of the merger of the
National Education Association (NEA) and the American
Teachers Association (ATA),"
said Sabrina Williams,
manager for Business Affairs
for NEA Human and Civil
Rights Department.
"More than 40 'years ago,
> ATA, which was the teacher
~ association
for
Blacks,
9 wanted NEA to keep the
legacy of recognizing indiviC duals, including minorities,
~ women, and now gay, les> bian, bisexual, and transgen~ der (GLBT), for their human
en and civil rights contributions.
~ 'Therefore, to recognize Dr.
t- Smith as the first African~ American recipient, I feel this
w award speaks directly to the
~ vision of ATA in recognizing
c the social justice heroes.".
~
The NEA's Applegate-Doren ros Peace and International
Understanding Award is pre:J sented to an · NEA member
a. whose activities in education
~ contribute to international
understanding and motivate
youth to work for world
:J peace.
~ "This is indeed a significant
w award that I have received,"
~ said Smith.
~ While Smith was president
~ of F~U, the University
<C grew from seven to 11 schools
9 and colleges and a Division of
~ Graduate Studies and Con_. tinuing Education. In 1984, ·
LL the University was granted
the authority to offer its first
D~ctor of ~hilosophy degree, .
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DR. WALTERSMITH

the Ph.D. in pharmacology.
The 80s also saw the expansion, of the Gaither Athletic
cehter, which included fhe
construction of a f&w
Women's Athletic Complex
equipped with a track, an
Olympic pool, men's and
women's weight training
rooms, and softball and baseball fields.
Bragg Memorial Stadium
was renovated and expanded
to provide seating for 25,000
spectators, and a modern
· field house was erected.
New facilities were constructed to house the Schools
of Allied Health Sciences, Architecture, Business and Industry
and
Nursing.
Construction and renovation
projects amounted to more
than $34 million.
As the University prepared
to observe 100 years of its existence, the Smith administration · launched
the
Centennial Celebration Fund
to establish a University En-

. . Now Cooking Thursday- Saturday · ·

·Fresh lr Smoked Mullet •· Trout .·
Snapper • Shrimp • Sheap Head
.
. . 1 i.- II
Cr b
.
.

.

UR'

ae a s .

'

Special Discounts For
Churches, Banquets,
Family Reunions And

·.· 81-3.247.5128

Large Orders.

dowment.
When Smith left the presidency of FAMU, in 1985, he
was named a Senior Fulbright Scholar to the University of Malawi, in Central
Africa. He lectured and built
graduate programs in educational management at Chan. cellqr College.
. ... "Lapplaud Dr. Smith for
:bein'g recognized by the NEA
for his international endeavors," said FAMU President
James H. Ammons. "This
prestigious award is a symbol
. of Dr. Smith's commitment
to youth, FAMU and to the
people of this state and nation."
In i994, Smith served as a
"Monitor" for the 1994 election that brought Nelson
Mandela to the presidency
of the Republic of South
Africa (RSA). In 1995, he returned to South Africa and
founded the FUNDA Community College.
Smith retired in 2ooo and
now resides in Tampa. Since
his retirement, he has established the Walter L. Smith Library in Tampa · a_nd the
Commemorative Reclamation of Florida's Black Junior
Colleges.
·
Smith will receive the ·.
award on July2, 2009, in San
Diego, · Calif. at the 2009
Human ·.· ari~ Civil Rights
Awards Dinner. ·
Smith and his wife: Bar~ ·
. bara, are the parents five
children, four of whoin are·
FAMU · graduates: . John, .
. .~aJesia V. Smith-Gordon,
Andre, Walter U, and Tracie.

·of

School Board Names
New Principlals
To Fill vacancies
Members of the Hillsborough
County School District named
twelve individuals to serve as
principals. Nine of the positions were created due to individuals who have retired.
The appointments have elevated several Assistant Principals, but none of the high
school principals will be relocated during the transition.
Five of the appointees are
African American.
A Tampa native, Richard
Grayes graduated from Plant
RICHARD GRAVES.
High School. He earned his B.
...Appointed Principal of
S. Degree in Elementary Edu- Summerfield
Crossings
cation from the University of Elementary School
South Florida. He continued
his education and earned his
M. A. in Educational Leadership from Nova Southeastern
University. He is married and
the father of two daughters.
Grayes, currently serving as
an assistant principal at Clair
Mel Elementary School was
appointed as principal of Summerfield Crossings Elementary
School. He will assume his duties on May 4th. "I'm just extremely excited and I feel that
this is a wonderful opportunity," he said.
...Appointed Principal of
Ms. Felicia Davis, an assis- Mango Elementary School
tant principal at Mango Elementary
School,
was duties on May 18th.
appointed as principal of
Ms. Susan Burkett, an asMango Elementary School. She sistant principal at Bloomingwill assume her duties on May dale High School, was
18th.
· appointed as principal of
"Like many other profes- Burns Middle School. She will
sional educators, my primary assume her duties on May 4th.
concern is for our children. I
Ms. Deborah Moltisanti,
want to make sure that we give assistant principal at Buckhorn
them every advantage possible Elementary School, was apso that they can achieve any pointed as principal of Mintz
dream imaginable," she said.
Elementary School. She will
Ms. Davis is the daughter of assume her duties on May 4th.
the late David E. Davis, III
Ms. Marlou Bates was
and the late Mrs. Beverly A. " named principal of Frost EleMcKinney Davis Grayson. mentary School. She was the
Ms. Nadine Johnson, an assistant prinCipal at Frost Elassistant principal at Orange ementary School and will asGrove Middle Magnet School, sume her duties on June 15th.
was appointed as principal of
Ms. Tamara Brooks was
Bartels MiddleScJi,()Ql. ~h~. "~ na~~~i ~l~p~inctel}~. q~ Bu~k- .
will assume her duties on May horn Elementary School. She
4th. ·
was the assistant principal at
Frank Oliver, former assis-, Seffn.~~:Elem,~l)tary S~ho_ol and .. ,..
tant principal at King · High ' will assume her dut~~s on May
School, was appointed as prin- · 4th. .
.
· · ·
cipal of · McLane Middle ·· Students at Anderson EleSchool. He will assume his mentary School will greet Eric
duties on May 4th.
Holley as their new principal
: Ms. Sharrone Doyle, an . on June 15th. He was the assisassistant principal at Sulphur tant principal a~ Lutz ElemenSprings Elementary School, , tary Schoo\.
. . , :· ·
Assistant Principal Tom
was appointed as principal of
Graham . · Elementary Scott . will : ·relocate from
School.· She will assume her Shields Middle School to be-·
duties on June. 15th.
..
come 'principal of Rodgers
·· ·s cott Hilgenberg, former .· Middle School.
·
.
assistant priiJ.cipal at Bartels ' City Edito~ Iris B." Holton
Middle School, was appointed ca!l be contacted at (813) .
as prinCipal of. Buchanan Mid- 248-1921 or . by e-mail
die School. He will assume his iholton@flsentinel.com ·
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Gamma Theta Omega Chapter Of AKA Celebrates
39th Annual Miss Teenage Tampa ScholarshiP Pageant
The 39th Annual Miss
Teenage Tampa Scholarship
Pageant was a spectacular
event as the new Miss Teenage
Tampa, Miss Kezia Gilyard,
was crowned. The theme for
this year's pageant was 'The
Essence of Silk and Pearls."
Kezia, a senior at Riverview
High School, and eight other
contestants displayed their
charm, intelligence, grace and
talents at the Tampa Convention Center.
The pageant is Gamma Theta
Omega's premier event that
raises funds for scholarships
and community service projects. Each young lady partici-

pating in the pageant will receive a scholarship to continue
her education at an accredited
college or university. Additional scholarships and the recipients will be announced at
the Annual Scholarship Reception to be held in June.
Mrs. Evelyn E. McFadden, President of Gamma
Theta Omega, and Ms. Deidre Jones, the pageant's
General Chairman, offer their
sincere appreciation to the
contestants, their families,
and the entire Tampa Bay
community for their support
of the 39th Annual Miss
Teenage Scholarship Pageant.

Gratitude is also extended to
the pageant's sponsors: Fifth
Third Bank, Sol Davis Printing, Sacino's Formal Wear,
and Leonard's School of
Dance.
Congratulations to all of the
contestants, Nina Zimmering, 1st Runner Up; Whitney
Ross, 2nd Runner Up; .Jasmine Mingo, 3rd Runner
Up; Arianna Stewart, 4th
Runner Up; and, Shakenya
Berrien, Sierra Farced,
Rikka Lovely and Leonora
Nicome.
(Article by Lacquitta
.Fulliloi,e-Berry, Photos
by Julia Jackson)
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Miss Teenage Tampa 2009
is Kezia Gilyard.
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The 5 finalists were, left to right: Whitney Ross, Jasmine
Mingo, Nina Zimmering, Kezi Gilyard and Arianna Stewart.

Program participant, Julian R. Jackson, who
mimed, is shown with pageant commentator, Denise
White of FOX Channel 13,
WIVT.
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·Happy Birthday
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Happy Birthdav,

CAB Meeting

Mom

The Hillsborough County Community Action Board's
Executive Committee will meet on Wednesday, May 6, 2009
at 12 noon at the Fred Karl County Center, 601 E. Kennedy
Blvd., on the 26th Floor, Conference Room "D".
The Hillsborough County Community Action Board is an
Advisory Board to the Hillsborough County Board of
County Commissioners.
The public is invited to attend. For additional information, please call 272-6770.

Blake Class 0163
Event Planned
MAE JONES

CHYNABLACK
Birthday wishes go out to Ms. Tierra Newton, who will
be celebrating her 21st birthday on April 29th. We all love
you and we're very proud of you.
Love, mom, dad, grandma and the rest ofthe family.

Happy birthday to our
mother who will be celebrating her 54th birthday
today, April 28th. We all ·
love you so much.
Love, Step, Kal, Ken,
Crisi, John, Marlon and
the grandkids.
Birthday wishes go out to
Crystal Garner and
Ronnett Lee, April 24th
. and William Newton, Jr.,
April 25th.

The Howard W. Blake Class of 1963 is planning an event
for Saturday, May 2nd, from 9 a.m. until. The event will
take place at the intersection of Main and Albany. The comrimnity is invited to participate.
For additional information contact Richard Dick Allen
at (813) 817-8662 or William Sonny Davis at (813) 3766478.

Tampa Writers Alliance
Meeting Planned .
The General Meeting of Tampa Writers Alliance will be
held at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, May 6, 2009, at Barnes &
Noble Carrollwood, 11802 North Dale Mabry Highway. The
guest speaker is author Paula Stabel. . ·
·· _
.. Prospective members are welcome to attend. For further ·,
info~ation,: contact club President Michael Darling at
(813) 662-1615: ·If you ·need· directions~ call Publicity Person
·Adele Walter ·at ($~3) 932~6902 or ~ontaci lier by e-mail at ,
adeleidawalteng>hotniaiLcom:
··· · .:· · · ;. ·· · '
·· ··

.
.
'
JULIA WALESHA
. KENDRICK .

·~-FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF COLLEGE HILL
·.

REV. DR. EVAN BURROWS~ SR., PASTOR

·Jinmmt~'oali~~·
·

.

·

Sponsored By The Youth Choir Of
First Baptist Church Of College Hill

· Parents, Wallace and
Sylvia· ·. (Peterson)
Kendrick , announce
Julia's graduation from
The University Of South·
Florida, Saturday, May 2,'
2009, with a BA in
Criminology and minor in
Psychology ' ·at .~ USF ~t
Sundome, 1:30 p. in.
.;

'
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Subscribe Toda)'!

. Date.: May 3, _
2009 ·• 4:oo·P.M.
• .
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Ashll Vaughn .·
President · '".·

Sister Donna Brown

"The Voice
of
Our Community
Speaking for Itself';

t813) 248-192i
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NCNW To Host Marv Mcleod Bethune Luncheon
Ms. Odom's book, "At Sula's
The Tampa Metropolitan Section
Feet" further enhances her ability
of the National Council of Negro
to connect by providing a means of
Women, Inc. will host their Annual
addressing complex issues in lightDr. Mary McLeod Bethune Lunchhearted and simple terms.
eon Saturday, May 2 at the USF
The National Council of Negro
Embassy Suites, 3705 Spectrum
Women was founded in 1935 by
Boulevard from n:oo a.m. - 2:00
Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune. Its
p.m. "United to Serve" is the
mission is to lead, develop, and adtheme. There will be honors given
vocate for women of African deto Bethune Achievers, Legacy Life
scent as they support their families
Members and Life Members.
and communities.
This year's luncheon program will
NCNW fulfills this purpose
be carried by mistress of ceremony
through research, advocacy, and
Dr. Paulette C. Walker, who
national and community-based
currently serves as the Director of
services and programs on issues of
Undergraduate Programs and Inhealth, education, and economic
ternship in the College of Education
empowerment in the United States
at the University of South florida.
DR. PAULETIE C. WALKER
ERSULA KNOX ODOM
Her research agenda focuses on
and Africa. Among its 39 national
affiliates and more than 240 seccurriculum and instruction and administration and supervision issues
tions, NCNW is a 501(c) 3 organization with an outreach to nearly
in urban schools. She is the co-auAs a motivational speaker, Ms. Odom has the unthor of the book, "We Can Have Better Urban
four million women. ·
common ability to relate to multi-generational and
You can purchase tickets from any Tampa MetroSchools."
multi-cultural audiences by sharing experiences from
Ersula Knox Odom, author, essayist, workshop
politan Section of NCNW member for $35.00.
such areas as rural living, college life, fortune 500 corFor more information, contact Antonia Barber,
leader, FHC Mary McLeod Bethune Road Scholar,
porate management, spirituality, being a mother, enmotivational speaker and prize winning life lyricist,
Program Chair, at (813) 621-8745 or (813) 664-0401.
trepreneurship, sales, and genealogy to publishing her
reads from her debut book '~t Sula's Feet."
Electa D. Davis is the President.
first book.
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Ministrv Expands, Will Build Communitv Center
on the northeast corner of
29th Street and Lake Avenue
from the city for $17,500, and
· construction has already
began on a 1,500 square-foot
community center.
Sharla Jenkins, Program
Director fer the ministry, said
they want the center to be a
place for outreach programs.
"We've talked with some
. community
organizations
about partnerships. We want
This lot on 29th Street and Lake Avenue will be transformed to change the atmosphere of
the area and make it more
into a community center by Bible Truth Ministries.
family oriented. We want to
BY LEON B. CREWS
Although a few new busiuplift the area."
Sentinel StqtfWriter
nesses have opened in the
Officials with the city had
area, numerous drug marches
tried for more than 6 years· to
The area of 29th Street and
and affective police operations
sell the site to a commercial
Lake Avenue has long been
have failed to instill confiinterest, but no one was interthe . target of community
dence in attracting new busiested in building a restaurant,
groups and other agencies.
ness interests.
shop or office on the property.
Their mission has been to
Bible Truth Ministries is
"We are aware of the efforts
bring something new to the
hoping to change all of that.
by others to bring change to
area with hopes of eradicating
The ministry, located on the
the area," said Ms. Jenkins.
the drug sales and vagrancy
corner of 22nd Street and Os"We've received great feedthe area has been known for.
borne Avenue, purchased a lot
back from the community and

""" .

they are looking forward to
this becoming a reality."
Bible Truth Ministries,
founded by Pastor Daniel
Dean, hopes to attract other

businesses to the area with the
success of this project.
The new center is scheduled
to be completed this December.

The record-breaking achievement took place on July
17, 2008 when 16,206 mem: . hers of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority dined at the.Walter
K Washington Convention
Center as part of its Centennial Convention.
Mayor Fenty, Councilmember Jack Evans,
Ward. 2, Alpha Kappa Alpha's

International President Barbara A. McKinzie, Centerplate's .CEO Des Hague and
a delegation of business and
hospitality leaders joined the
Authority for the presentation
of the coveted honor by Guinness adjudicator Danny Girton, Jr. at the Walter E.
Washington Convention Center.
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Convention·Center And Sororitv
Break Guinness World Record
For Largest SitmDown Dinner

WASHINGTON, DC - Officials from the London-based
Guinness World Records.announced April 22nd that the
. Washington Convention Center . Authority and Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
had set the record for hosting
the largest-ever sit-down dinner in the history of conventions worldwide.
·
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Wednesday, April29 .
thru Friday, May 1
7:00 pm Nightly .
4111 Ehrlich Road. Tampa, Florida
Rev. Arthur t. Jones, D. Min•• Senior Pastor
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First Annual Regional Singers, Musicians Conference Held

~

The First Annual Dr. Dorinda Clark Cole Regional Singers And Musicians Conference has been hailed as a huge success. Presented by United Urban
Outreach, it was hosted by Pastor Thomas Scott and the congregation ofthe 34th Street Church of God.
C
The conference featured the Grammy Award winning Clark Sisters and Kiki Sheard. The winner won a $500 scholarship that was matched by United
(/)
w Urban Outreach to help with expenses to attend the national conference in September 2009 in Detroit, Michigan. (Photographs by Julia Jackson and
;::, Steve Marshall).
1-

<C

Steve Marshall, Conference Coordinator, Angie Kelly,
National Conference Coordinator, Dr. Dorinda Clark Cole,
founder of the First Annual Dr. Dorinda Clark Cole Regional
Singers And Musicians Conference, and Evangelist Jackie
Clark Chisholm, Conference Choir Coordinator, are shown in
this photograph.
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Celeste, Angel Chisholm, and Mikkea Cole attended the conference;··
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.Dr. Philetha and Coach Adrian Johnson
r~~'ft~ded the event.
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Local gospel artist "Dana," and Jesse Betts
attended the conference.
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. Garlend Reeves and Wilma Stokes attended the First Annual.
Dr. Dorinda Clark Cole Regional Singers And Musicians
Conference.
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Of The National Council
Women · ·

ay, May 2,
._:· 11 -A.M.- 2 P.M .
.. Embassy Suites At USF
. _ 40th Sf. & Fowler Ave.

~peda MciC~y. J~., andAn~inted Voi~es were ~me of the featured groups who performed•
I

•

'

•

..

•

· . . , ·Tickets:' $35 Per Person
lOOKN,OXj · .Antonia Barber, Program Chair & 1st VP
.. Electra D. Davis, President

.

621-8745 or

YARD SALE
','!· ·

PLACE:- CARVER CITY LINCOLN GARDENS

CIVIC ASSOCIATION
ADDRESS: 1512 N. CLARK AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33622 • 813-874~1~6t;
DATE: MAY 2, 2009
TIME:

8:00A.M. • 1:00 P.M
Members of New Dawn Praise Team performed during the First Annual Dr. Dorinda Clark Cole
Regional Singers And Musicians Conference.
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Supreme Coon limits
Scope Of Vehicle Searches
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Message 01 Haitian Minister:
'Mv People Must Return To God'

Last week, the United
States Supreme Court
releas~d a ruling that
affects law enforcement
throughout the country.
The ruling narrowly limits
the scope of law enforcement's circumstances when
searching vehicles.
For nearly 30 years, the
legal ruling of Belton vs.
New York gave police officers the right to search a
vehicle after the person had
ATIY. ANGELA WRIGHT
· been arrested. However, the
ruling states that officers
can only search vehicles if
'probable cause for the stop'
the officer believes the car
will be tested or manipulatcontains evidence that is
ed."
related to the crime the per"... It is good to see the'
son was arrested for, or if
BY GWENDOLYN HAYES
Supreme Court put confor officer safety.
Sentinel Editor
straints on this unconstituAttorney Michael
tional precedent. Just
Perotti, legal counsel for
Seventeen years ago,
because they have been
the Hillsborough County
Odule
Bitol came to the
doing it for 28 years does
Sheriffs Office said, "It is
United States with an
not
mean
it
was
certainly an opinion affectConstitutional," Attorney
interest of starting a career
ing the way law enforceWright said.
in music. He was just 17
ment goes about its busiyears old and was also
ness. Am I surprised, not
The Ruling
dealing with a calling
particularly given the histoIn the case of Arizona vs.
placed upon his life - the
ry behind the case. Vfe have
Gant, two uniformed
ministry. He has been minseen over past decades, an
Tucson, Arizona, police offiistering siiice he was 21
expansion . of what , the
cers went to a house after , years old. ~ .~
Supreme Court had intendreceiving a tip about drug
· He has'·~~iiveled throughed. Belton has been1 broadly
activity. ' When Rodney
out th~. Uhited States,
interpreted."
.
Gant opened the door, the
· Haiti, Mexico, Dominica
Odule Bitol, right, with the ex-president of_Mexico, Visente
"But this ruling makes it ·. officers asked to speak to
Republic .an~ other counFox, who works often with Bitol.
very cl~ar and unique tO the ·.:the owner. Gant told them
tries sharing the WG.P.h9f
·. / ··• ~
.
circumstances ...1 The court
the owner was not at home,
God. "God has given Ille a
was the worst. They tor- ·.
80 people gave their lives
but would return later in
was very careful not to overvision and I'm on a mi~~ion
tured him. Friday was the
to Christ. He hopes to one
the afternoon.
shadow searches based ori
to see that the peopi~ '~f . best day, because God used .
day have his life's story put
After leaving, the officers
safety issues. This ruling
Haiti come back to God.
him to witness to those who
into a movie so the world
ran a record check and disdoes not override inventory
The problems that are in
captured him~ "I told them
can see God at-work.
. covered that Gant had an
searches when cars are
Haiti are not so'cial and
to
give
their
lives
...
to
A producer, Patrick
being
impounded," ' outstanding warrant for drimaterialistic,' but spirituChrist."
.
Fernandez, heard his tesving with ·a suspended
Attorney Perotti said.
al," he explained. "I want to .
Bitol
·knows
the
captors'
·
timony and told Bitol that
license. The officers
Tampa Police Departsee the nation delivered
mission
was
to
kill
him.
He
·
God told him to make a
returned to the home later
ment spokesperson said,
from·
the
Satanic
influknows
of
several
preachers
movie
about the kidnap"The ruling will make it ~ and when Gant drove up
ences,~. he said referencing
who
were
captured,
paid
ping
incident.
He hopes to
and parked his car in the
more difficult to get illegal
II
Chronicles
7:14.
the
·
ransom
and
were
·
u
se
the
.
financing
from a
driveway, confronted him as
guns and drugs off of the
His
evangelistic
mission,
killed.
His
wife
turned
over
movie
to
carry
the
gospel.
he exited the car. ·
street. In close to 50~ of the
he
says,
is
.
to
tell
others
to
the
captors
$8,000
and
.He's
also
hoping
that a
· · Gant was arrested,
traffic stops, there is some
about the power of God and
placed
in
handcuffs
and
God allowe'd him to be
massive .crusade in Haiti
type of contraband in the
. to pray so that God can use
placed in the police car. The
released on Saturday. "God ·
will help the nation to
car," she said.
.
them.
·
even touched those .crimi·officers then searched his
Cri;minal Attorney
·
' me
· I .. move foi'Ward. .
Bitol
shares
a frighten·
nals.
One of them told
vehicle, where they found a ·
Angela B. Wright-, who
. was. not going to be killed., ,.
"' tharik Go<l for putting
ing experience he had ~
. gun ' and bag of cocaine . .
concentrates
on
4th
He
has
returned
to
the
people
in''my life like the
.·
year
ago
in
April.
He
.
was
The Arizona, Supreme Court
Amendment issues .said,
kidna,pped
from
the
church
nation
on
several
~~asiOD8
~
ex-presid~~fof
Mt:~i.c~~
ruled that the search could;
:!'~~any be~usJ~ ~ng
.
since
the
incident.
He
is
·
Visente
FoJK:>
who
allowed
he
pastors
in
Haiti
and
not .be justified because at
is a privilege and ~he law
grateful
.to
__
..
th(_)se
_
yvho
.
.
me
to
sit
down
with
him
held
for
a
ransom
of
' the time of the search, there
firmly holds that we have
$150,000. He was taken on
prayed that . G~d .~~uld_ - and expl~.l!t.P;l-Y.;v.i~pp.,.. .H~
were no exigent (serious)
less privacy rights in an
· a"·Wednesday night as he
deliver him.
•· - ··· · - has an intel'est in helping
'concerns for either officer
automobile, law en-forceand his wife, Myrlene,
After this iilcid~bi~nd
the nation Ofllaiti with no
safety or the preservation of
ment, 'pushes the envelope'
·were leaving the building
evidence.
·
hearing his testimony 70conditions," he said.
to the point of abuse of
where he lives and where
Supreme Court Justices
Constitutional rights to conthe church is located. · ·
John . Paul Stevens,
duct illegal or pretext stops
Antonin Scalia, Ruth
~itol, father of 4 daughto conduct search of persons
. . •"''• l~t·~~-atlonal .
Bader
Ginsburg, ·
and vehicles and/or obtain
ters, went with the group
l•'((\
Music. • CuMure • Clothes ~-,.,.
Clarence Thomas, and
consent to search drivers
willingly; he was ·blind-foldDavid Hackett Souter ·
and sometimes passengers."
ed, hands and feet bound
upheld Arizona vs. Gant.
"...No doubt law enforceand taken a great distance
, ment will try to find an
Supreme Court Justices
away. The ride was at least
opening ... This is a blow to
John G. Roberts,- Jr.,
an hour or longer, · he
Anthony M. Kennedy,
police tactics and they will
recalls. "I just pled the
BraniiJ'e:
_train to find or create
Stephen G. Breyer, and
blood of Jesus every step of
Poetry Club
Samuel Anthony Alito,
opportunities to search a
the way," he said, recalling
· DJ llniCIIII.III.II
vehicle. The definition of 'in
Jr., disagreed with the
the 3-day ordeal. Bitol said
Email: humblear
ancelnc.@
o.com
majority ruling.
cus_tody' and 'access' or
the treatment on Thursday
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Bucs Drab Kansas
State QB Josh Freeman

Seahawks
surprisinulv Set
Hill Free

Ward Siuns Five-Year Extension
Expected To Be wonh $22 Million

ging defense.
Freeman is the first
quarterback the Bucs have
selected in the first round
since taking Trent Dilfer
sixth in 1994. Tampa Bay
moved up two spots
Saturday in the draft
order, swapping places
with
the · Cleveland
Browns, who also received
the Bucs' sixth-round pic~ .
Although landing a qui&~ ·
LEROY HILL
terback of the future w~; 4 ·
. JOSH FREEMAN
·~
need, many felt a deferunV'_~
RENTON, WA --The
selection made more- sens~.; .
·
Seattle
Seahawks have
. Tlie Bucs have had one :9f
TAMPA - The Tampa .
rescinded
their franchise
the .stingiest defenses in
Bay Buccaneers have
tag
on
outside
linebacker
the league, however the
selected Kansas State'~ ·
Leroy
Hill,
making
him a
unit fell apart in 2008 and
Josh Fr-eeman with .the
free
agent.
was one of the reasons the
17th pick in the NFL draft,
A team spokesman con> · opting to bring in their
team lost four straight
firmed the surprising move
l§ quarterback of the future ·after a 9-3 start to miss the
Sunday, a day after the ·
it
playoffs . .
instead of help for a sagLL.
team made Wake Forest
Q•
star outside linebacker
z
Aaron Curry the fourth
<
overall pick in the NFL
~
draft.
Q
tJ)
It gives Seattle salary
w
cap space of $8.3 million ::::::»
tthe value of the guaranBiletnikoff Award as the
teed contract for 2009 the
~
nation's best college receivw
·
team was obligated to offer
er after both of his two sea>
w
Hill
as its fr8.Il.chise player.
•sonS with the Red R~ders,
Q
Curry
is expected to get
· ·where he caught 231
w
at
least
$25
.Plillion guar::c
-es for .41 touchdowns. ·C· ·
0
.
anteed
in
his
new contract.
_ . He was widely ex~ted
:::i
m
to : be the first receiver
::::::»
selected; but Crabtree
a.
might have · 'slipped in z
, teams' estimation when a·
..J
stress fracture was discov..J
ered
in his left foot at the
. ::::::»
m
· :comhin~, forcing him to · .
MICHAEL CRABTREE
.!I
cancel several_workouts for
w
NFL
clubs.
- ~
SANTA CLARA, CA. /-· .
t- The San. Francisco_.49ers
.
·
•
He
has mostly recovered
z
·from
;ilrgery
on the injury,
w
have selected receiver
tJ)
but
nine
teams
passed on
Michael Crabtree in. the
him.
;
·
.
,including
the near- .
~ NFL .draft, snatching up
by
Ol:ikland
Raiders,
who
it the Texas Tech star when
0 he. imexpectedly slipped to
went .with Maryland receiv. ..J
LL. the lOth pick. ·
e~ Darrius Heyward· Crabtree won the
Bey.·· .
ELUSHOBBS

49ers Pounce On ·
crabtree With 10th Pick

pass-

Patriots Trade
Hobbs To Eagles

ti
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3602 7th.Avenue *Jampa, -FL
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Latex Flat White Paint. ........·::..$5.99 gal.
Oil Outside White PainL ... ~ ....$14.90 gal
Roller Pan Set ............... ~...... :.$3.49 ea.
3" Brushes.................. ~ .............. 9~¢ e~.
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PHILADELPHIA - The
Philadelphia Eagles, dealing with a veteran cornerback who wanted to be traded, packaged some extra
draft picks to trade for a ·
veteran cornerback.
The Eagles began the second day of the NFL draft
Sunday with three trlldes,
· the third of which n"e tted
them the Patriots' Ellis
· Hobbs, a four-year veteran
cornerback who was New
England's third-round pick
in 2005.
The acquisition of Hobbs
pleased the Eagles' disgruntled Sheldon Brown, but
only because ·he hoped it
could lead to his departure
from Philadelphia;
"I think it's great,"
Brown said. "I look at it as
great news in terms of me
being trad~d."

PITTSBURGH - Wide
receiver Hines Ward
signed his five-year contract extension Sunday
with the Steelers, a deal
that should allow the twotime Super Bowl winner to
finish his career in
Pittsburgh.
The contract runs
through the 2013 season,
though the 33-year-old
Ward may not play .that
long.
"I think everybody in the
organization wanted to see
Hines conclude his career
here, just like Jerome
(Bettis) did," director of
football operations Kevin
Colbert said. "He's been
such a big part of our success.' You want a player
like that to finish in a .
Steelers uniform. He was
committed to that an~ we
were committed to that,
and thankfully it worked
out."
Ward's extension is
expected to be worth $22
million and allows the

HINES WARD

Steelers .to spread out his
signing ·bonus for salary
cap purposes. Ward will
make less this season than
the $5.8 .million he· would
have made in the final seas.on of the $27.5 million,
five-year contract he signed
in 2005, but much of the
money will be made up in a
signing bonus.
Ward, a 1998 draft pick,
owns the Ste.e lers' record
with 800 career catches
and is 220 yards way from
reaching the 10.,000-yard
· career inark.

Vikings Take WR Percv
Hanin With No..-22 Pick-· .
.

EDEN PRAIRIE: Mimi.
--Minnesota
Vikings
· coach Brad Childress had
plenty of questions for
Percy Harvin when he
visited the receiver in
Florida only three days
before the NFL draft.
·
The speedy Gators star
must have had all the·right
answers.
The Vikings selected the
big-play threat with the
22nd overall draft choice on
Saturday after speaking
with Harvin, his family
and Gators coaches about a
failed drug test at the NFL
combine and concerns
about his durability.
"I think· he's a guy that's
made a mistake. We've all .
made ·
mistakes,"
Childre·s s said. "The big !
thing is trhat you look at
him in the eye and you recognize it for what it is. You
admit to it." · ·
· ;, .· ·"
"And then I think (it's
about) how you deal with

•.

PERCY HARVIN · .

as

1SentlnelBUHetin
AatiRa~~~ :"~R~J.C~':·
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. adversity
you go for. ward," he added. "Do · you
run and bury it? Or do you
fix it? That's part of growin:g up."
.
The 5-foot-11 Harvin .
split time betwe~n rwlning ·
back and· reHeivet' in three
seasons at Florida. He
. racked up nearly 3,800
total yards, using his i ver~
satility to help_the Gators
.'to two national titles.
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some Think Freeman
Selection Not Good
you just can't pass up in a
quarterback.
Of course , there are
those who wanted to see
Josh McCown step in
"And with the 17th
and take over, even though
sel~ction in the 2009
the Bucs have acquired
NFL draft, the Tampa
Byron Leftwich and still
Bay Buccaneers selecthave Brian Griese and
ed Josh Freeman, quar. Josh Johnson on the rosterback, Kansas State."
ter.
That announcement met
It's a shame that before
a chorus of boos in New
a young man has a chance
York and in Tampa. It
to step onto the field and
appears Buc fans have
compete, he's being eulogrown so accustomed to
gized . by sports ra~io and
defensive players being .
somefans. ·.
selected, they don't want
to see an offensive player ·
One Buccaneer fan,
Bennie Kelly ·had this to
selected with the first pick,
especially an African . say.
.·"I understand why some
American quarterback.
When you look back on
people are upset, because
the history of the Tampa
defense has always defined
Bay Buccaneers and
the team, Jon Gruden got
African Ameri~an quarterfired for the same reason
backs, a clearer picture
as Tony Dungy."
becomes to focus.
"Under coach Raheem
First, there was Parnell
Morris, and with Doug
Dickerson. He wasn;t
Williams in the front
good enough, so they
office,. they couldn't justify
· brought in a quarterback
passing on this 6'6" stud.
from the Pittsburgh
Freeman didn't play at a
· Steelers.
big name . school. The . ones
Then came Doug
who .d id ..haven't done a
Williams from Grambling · thing. These high profile
State. All he did was lead · · .· guys just don't get the job
the Bucs to ~heir first wi~~ .. done."
' ning seasons and into the
· Kelly said we need to
playoffs. But, that wasn't : ,,. keep in nii~d that "this
good enough. So he was . ·. isn't Gruden's team anycast aside in favor of the· ·. ·more."
"Throwin' Samoan,' Jack
"We shoUld all be e~cited
Thompson.
ab_o':lt ~he_ upcoming season
·
Then along came Shaun
.. and·. sup.p ort · Coach
King. King came from an · .· Morris. if you look at the
undefeated Tulane proother ·teams in our confergram with skills better '
·
·
.. ence_, we need _to score
than anyone the Bucs had
more." :.:·-·
on their roster. But, they
· "I think Griese is getkept aging Brad Johnson
ting paid for. nothing. We
instead, and King was
have 5 q\iarterbacks and
eventually shov"ed out.
it's tinie to get. them on the
Now comes Josh .·
field.
·Let ·Josh Johnson
Freeman, all 6'6" and 240
and Freeman compete
pounds ofhim.
Before this young man
instead of just handing the
even co:q~.petes for a job,
job to McCown. Let's weidoubters are already saycome this pll.re athlete and
ing he's a bus~ and the
let's help him help us."
Kelly said Black quarBucs should have gone in a ·
different direction. .
terbacks · in the past
If you listen to sports . · have~'t gotten a break in
radio, they assume that no
·.Tampa.
one has seen this young
-"Raheeu;a .i s a young,
man play, because they · new coach ·and like Mike
haven't seen him play. In
Tomlin, . ~et's give him
his tenure at Kansas ·. what he needs to be sueState, he didn't put up
cessful."
huge numoers, mostly
· Kelly said this is a new
because of his supporting
chapter in. the history of
clais and the tOugh conferthe Bucs and true Buc fans
will stand by Morris and
ence he played in.
What you couldn't ignore
Freeman.
were his obvious skills,
"Those who want to give
physical attributes, and
up their tickets, go right
si7;e. Those are qualities
ahead."
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Mutombo Bids
Farewell After
18Seasons
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Sentinel Staff Writer
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DIKEMBE MUTOMBO

HOUSTON- Dikembe
Mutombo has gotten over
the sadness of the end of
. his playing career. He'll
take some time before
deciding what he wants to
do next.
The 42-year-old
Mutombo said he was
retired from basketball
after rupturing a quadriceps tendon in his left knee
early in Houston's 107-103
loss to Portland in Game 2
of their playoff s'e ries on
Tuesday. Game 3' is Friday
in Houston.
The 7-foot-2 Mutombo
had surgery on Monday.
He limped ·. around the ·;
Toyota Center on a crutch :· ffThursday, but stayed :~· "
upbeat as he chatted with ·1
reporters.
l.
"I've been in a positive ;
mode for the last couple of :
days," Mutombo said.
"Maybe I think I cried
enough wheri I was on the
floor. I cried again when I
got in the training room
and when the doctor tried
to talk to me. But right
now, I think I have to be
happy."
.
Mutombo played for six
teams, was the league's top
defensive player four times
and· played in eight All. Star games over 18 seasons. He ranks 17th in
rebounds (12,359) and finished with 3,289 career
blocks, s~,cond to Hakeem
Olajuwop (3,830). He followed most of his blocks
· with a playful wag of his
right index finger, a gesture that became his
enduring signature.
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This' week's Beauty Unlimited feature is
the love 19-year-old Capricorn·, .Amber.
She just loves being with ·her daughter,
Nevaen, her family and friends. In ·May,
~he will be attending Hillsborough
Community College to major in · criminal.
Justice. She wants to be a crime scene
i,nvestigator. Amber says the man in her
life must be able to make her laugh, be ·
honest, a people person·, and · have
understanding. Congratula-t io-n s to
Amber .as this week's Beauty Unlimited
feature.
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Stern Aware Ollncreased
securitv For Cehic Tonv Allen

6
~

Stern said ~n Friday, "I
want to say this Qle right
..
w·ii')r': That 'is·sue is'nqt .
new issue for us in our
league over the last 25
years."
·
.
· ·
"It's just you haven't read
about it and we haven't
talked about it. I'm not
going to talk about it now
other than to say it's something we're aware of. We
always deal with it and we
have a security representative in every city. We liaise
with law enforcement and
we do what we have to do
. at all times . It's nothing
new at all."
According to a report in ~
the Boston Herald, Allen C)
has been receiving death m
threats.
w·

a

TONY ALLEN

f~ Sentinel Bulletin
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PHILADELPHIA
·Commissioner
David
Stern is aware the NBA
· has increased security
around Boston ·celtics
guard Tony Allen, though
he wouldn't give specifics
about the situation.
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Famed Gospel Singer
Timothv·wriuht Dies

REV. TIMOTHY WRIGHT
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NEW YORK- The Rev.
Timothy Wright, the
Grammy-nominated gospel
singer and composer known
for his up-tempo praise
song and powerful mass
choir sound, has died. He
was 61.
Wright, who was seriously injured in a car crash
that killed his wife and
grands.on, died early
Thursday at the Bronx
Veterans Hospital, music
agent Will Bogle said.
,
Timothy Wright was the
pastor at Grace Tabernacle
Christian Center Church of
God in Christ, located in the

Crown Heights section of
Brooklyn. He released more
than .a dozen gospel recordings, writing many of the
songs. His latest album,
"Jesus, Jesus, Jesus," came
out in 2007.
In 1994, his record "Come
Thou Almighty King," with
the New York Fellowship
Mass Choir, made the
Billboard Top 20 charts for
gospel albums and was
nominated for a Grammy
for best traditional soul
gospel album.
Wright was critically
injured July 4 in a ·threevehicle crash on Interstate
80 near Loganton, PA.
Another car was going the
wrong way when it struck
Wright's car.
His wife, Betty Wright,
58, was killed in the crash,
and their 14-year-old grandson, D. J. Wright, died
later at a hospital.
The driver of the wrongway car, John Pick, also
was killed, while a passen- ·
ger in a third car was
injured.
The Wrights were
returning from a Church of
God in Christ conference in
Detroit,
said •· Leroy
Johnson, a tr'bstee at
Grace Tabernacle.

m

Jennifer Hudson
Gives Chicago
Homecoming
Concen

JENNIFER HUDSON

CHICAGO - Oscar and
Grammy-winning singer
Jennifer Hudson has
given her first hometown
concert since her mother,
brother and 7 -year-old
nephew were murdered in
Chicago last year.
Hudson sang Saturday
night at a theater m
Chicago's
McCormick
Place.
She dedicated the song
"You Pulled Me Through"
to relatives in the audience
and brought four cousins
on stage to sing with her.

Rihanna Seeking
.Return Of.
Pricev Jewelrv
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lil·wavne's lawsuit Against
1ha caner' Doc Reiected
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Lil Wayne has rapped
many times about his love
of prescriptioh cough' medicine, once even declaring
his commitment to "weed
Mcfsyrhi> till I die." Lylics
are one thing, however,
and video footage is quite
another.
. Earlier this month,
Wayne sued . to halt the.
release of "Tha Carter, • a
Sundance documentary in
which he's seen repeatedly
drinking syrup. But on
Tuesday, · a California
Superior Court judge
rejected Wayne's ·r equest
for a preliminary injunc"''f tion, clearing the. way for
w production company QD3
~ Entertainment to begin
a.; seeking distribution of the

N

-

film.
"We're very pleased with
the court's decision," QD3's
Quincy Jones III said.
"We made a great film,
RIHANNA
which was incredibly well
received at Sundance and
. ·· LOS ANvELES
showcases Lil Wayne's .
Rihanna
is seeking the
extraordinary talent."
return
of
$1.4
million' in
The rapper's lawsuit
jewelry
she
was
wearing
maintained that QD3 had
the
night
she
was
allegedly
promised to give Wayne
beaten by Chris Brown.
final-cut approval over the
Donald· Etra, an attorfilm.
viewing the docney
for the "Umbrella"
umentary late last year,
singer,
filed . a. motion
Wayne's management
Tuesday
asking that Los
requested that some objecand proseAngeles
police
tionable
content . be
cutors return a pair of earr~moved. Following a .viewrings and th¥eer rings,
ing of footage in January,
· which were sei~ed as eviWayne's · reps again
dence.
requested certain scenes be
The. filing includes a gencut.
eral description . of the
Those cuts were not
items, saying they all are
made, and "Tha Carter"
made of "yellow metal" and
went on to screen at the
all but one includes "white
Sundance Film Festival,
stones." The value of the
where it was enthusiastiitems is at least $1.4 milcally received. Wayne's
lion, the motion states. It
lawsuit contended that the
argues that photographs of
documentary presented a
the items will satisfy the
"scandalous portrayal" of · needs of attorneys and
the · rapper without his
asks the court "to order the
approval. He sued for
return of the property to
breach of contract, fraud
(Rihanna) without further
and invasion of privacy.
· delay.~

After

Rick Ross savs
50 Centis 'Finished'
Rick Ross experienced a
rush of publicity leading
up to the Tuesday release
of his third album, Deeper
Than Rap, with the .
anthem
like hits
"Magnificent"
and
"Maybach Music 2" and his
war . of words with 50
Cent.
But the Miami artist is
being accused ofratcheting
up the beef to promote his
project -just as 50 has
been accused. in the past.
Ross denied the claim,
although he did call the

RICK ROSS

situation "a platform for
me."

·fans Fixate on Bevonce
As 'Obsessed' Takes In $28M
LOS ANGELES -Audiences were in the
mood for some fatal attraction action at the box office.
Beyonce Knowles and
Idris Elba's "Obsessed"
debuted as the top weekend .movie with $28.5 million in ticket sales. The
Sony Screen Gems thriller
stars Knowles and Elba
as a couple whose ideal
marriage ' lands on the
rocks after a psychotic
temp played by Ali Larter
begins stalking the husband.
"Obsessed" was not
screened in advance for
critics, and those who
reviewed it generally
trashed the movie as a
lame retread of 1987's
"Fatal Attraction,"' which'
starred Glenn Close as a
demented woman pursuing
a married man, played by
Michael Douglas.
But "Obsessed" had the
lure of singer Knowles
stepping out from her pop
star image and duking it
out with the crazy lady
threatening her home and
marria~.
. ·
'
"There's something about
wanting to see Beyonce

.... . __

- -

-~

BEYONCE KNOWLFS :'
And IDRIS ELBA
. ,,

kick butt. She's taking on'
one wacked chick, played
very well by Ali Larter,"
said Rory Bruer, head of
distribution for Sony. "Let's
face it, everyone loves
Beyonce, and to see her in
this role is a treat."
1. "Obsessed," $28.5 M.
2. "17 Again, • $11.7 M.
3. "Fighting," $11.4 M.
. 4. "The Soloist," $9.7 M.
5. "Earth," $8.6 M.
6. "Monsters vs. Aliens,,
$8.5M.
· 7. "State of Play," $6.9 M.
B. "Hannah Montana:
The Movie," $6.4 M. ·
9. "Fast & Furious,, $6.1
M.
.
10. •Crank: High Voltage,"
$2.4M.
.i·, r;.. ' ~ . ,; ~) . .
..
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·Memoriams

IN MEMORIAM

Death
Notices
AIKENS
FUNERAL HOME

~N~a~t~io~n~a~·~-------------------lrn

u. s. Declares Health·

Emergencv over Swine Flu

Mr. Eriberto Renda,
Thonotosassa.
Mr. Philip Speights,
Tampa.
Mrs. Vina Wade,
Riverview.
Mr. Emerson Williams,
Tampa.

MISS GLORIA STEPHEN MRS. ROBBIE STEPHEN
4/30/14- 6/2/95
1/12/44-4/27/99
"Gone from our presence, but never from our hearts
and minds."
Remembering the best mother in the world; and a
most darling sister, too. We shall meet again.
· Love always. The Watkins, Harvey and Cypress
families.

IN SOLEMN
MEMORY·OFA
GOODMAN

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

EVERETT- DERR
&ANDERSON
FUNERAL HOME

Mr. Pablo Guerra, 7024
North Thatcher Avenue.

WASHINGTON --- The
United States has decl~red a
public health emergency as officials confirmed 20 cases of

~,
~

swine flu in five U.S. states and rwarned that they expected ~
more in the coming days.
N
President Barack
g
is monitoring the spreading (0
virus and has reviewed U. S.
capabilities to counter the
deadly flu outbreak, which has
killed more than 103 people in
Mexico, White House homeland security advisor John
Brennan told reporters.
Obama has ordered a
active, aggressive, and coordinated response," Brennan
said.'

HARMON
FUNERAL HOME

Mr. Nathaniel Mack,
Tampa.
RAY WILLIAMS
FUNERAL HOME

Three Wounded In Hampton
Universitv Shooting

VIRGINIA --- The campus of
Mrs. Minnie Wingate,
3409 E. Shadowlawn Av- · Hampton University in Hampton, Virginia, was locked down
enue.
for several hours Sunday
morning after a former student
STONE MEMORIAL
shot two people in a dormitory
FUNERAL HOME
Mr. Daettrick Milton, and then shot himself, university and police officials said.
Tampa.
The former student entered
Harkness
Hall shortly before i
WILSON
a.m. by following a pizza deliv-.
FUNERAL HOME
eryman, sajd, the university's
Ms. · Liza ~· Dudley,
president, Dr. William HarLarid 0' Lakes.
.,
vey, at ·an afternoon news con- ·
Mr. Heney :-;.~z.~mith, ference.
'" ·.
.
Tampa. .
~;.t·
The former' student shot the
YOLANDA ARCHIE
Mrs. Kathryn Ann
. : 'MOOKIE'
Terrell, Brandon.
-~ ' 'DEA. HOMER T.
Mr. Wendell C. "Sandy"
Happy birthday Yolanda
PATRICK, SR.
Young,
Tampa.
(Mookie), April 26, is your
2/1/1916 - 4/25/2000
day. We all ,miss you and
..
When a good man dies, a love you:
thousand lights go out, and
No day has passed that I -.....;.;;p;ii'-""""'iifiii""PPP.,.,.,r-i
·it's said a giant library is haven't thought of you. I
lost. Oh, we've tried to . struggle' daily with the loss
ATLANTA--- A judge denied
2708 E. DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING. JR. BL YD.
make ·comparisons and of you. Until we all meet
TAMPA. FL JJ6IO
.
bond Thursday afternoon for
.
.
.
wise cliches to estimate, in again. .
the woman who police said con:.
Ph. (813) 232-8725
From, your mother, chilpart; a good man's loss; for
Fax (813) 23I-0521
fessed to the fatal hit-and-run
- grandchildren,
we know the way it feels to dren,
crash that killed five people on
have your heart bend low, brothers, sister and other
.,
Easter Sunday:
and
and we understand how family . members
Aimee Michael, 22, was arfriends.
dark the nights can be.
rested and charged after police
Love always, your family.
But a good man has a herfound the BMW that they beFuneral
Home
'
itage beyond the grave, and
John W. Hannon, L.F.D.
lieved was involved in the wreck
we would be foolish not to
James Hannon. L . F . D .
on
Camp Creek Parkway.
5002 N. 40th St.
see. That a good man
10TH
Acting on a tip, SWAT officers
· 626-8600
leaves a light his children
converged on a home iri south .
BIRTHDAY
follow, no groping through
Fulton and impounded the vesome wilderness or' maze.
MEMORIAM
hicle in the driveway. Police
And howe'er their lives, it
spokeswoman Sgt. Melissa
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
shines on in a brilliance
Parker said officers went into
"A Family Friend In Their nme Of Need"
. that we can see until endthe
home but found no one
4605 N. 34th Street
ing of their days. And his
there.
" ·
(813) 239-3101
·words come ringigg; deep,
According to Fulton County ·i.
in 'vibrant stereo;c within
JIMMY JACKSON ... Owner
police, the Michael's familY.•r
. the keen recesses of their
sent her out .Easter Sunday to
minds. There's guidance ·
.
get cake and ice cream.
enough there to get to
That's when, police say,
· heaven where once again
Michael's BMW collided with'. their hearts and arms ena Mercedes sending the Mertwine.
cedes into oncoming traffic.
We're so sorry that ·we
The Mercedes hit a Volkswa· lost him here on earth
gen head on.
.
below, but we're proud to
Police said instead of stop-say, "a good man" went
ping, Michael drove her
away. And we'll see him
JAMES SMILEY, JR.
wrecked BMW back home and
soon - it won't be long Apri122, 1971 it in the garage.
. just foll~w the lights a good
~Udn' · · parked
April27, 1999
. She told her family she had a
man left upon the way.
'
FUNERAL HOME
headache and went to her room.
By Joan Clifton.
"Our Business Is Service" ·
We still miss you.
For two days, the BMW sat in
3000 N. 29th St.* Tampa, FL 33605
Your children, Billy,
The Smiley family, James,
the garage.
(800)
605-3350
*
(813)
248·6125
Homer, Marva and Curt, Sr., Janet. Janine, Jeffrey
· Michael's mother and grandwww.wilson-funeralhome.com
and their families.
andJavon.

deliveryman and the night
manager of the dorm, who
came into the hall after he
heard shots, Harvey explained. The man then shot
himself.
The three wounded were
taken to area hospitals, Harvey said. The dormitory nigh
manager was treated and released, he said.
Hampton city police said
had the shooter in custody.
The motive for the shootings
is not clear, universitY and
enforcement officials said.
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Bond Denied For
·Hit-And-Run Suspect ·
"
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THE CARTER FAMILY
· ... inset AIMEE MICHAEL
mother told police they don
enter the house thro.ugh the
garage, so they didn't realize ·
was wrecked until two'
after the wreck.
Police said that's when
Michael broke down and told
her family what happened.
. · At that point, investigators
say, the family did not go to police.' · · ·
.
Instead, someone from the
family had the car repaired.
Robert and Delisia Carter,
their newborn son, and Delisia
Carter's 9-year-oid daughter,
Kayla, died in the chain-reaction crash near Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International
Airport.·Also killed was Mor- ~
gan Johnson, 6, whose C).
. mother, Tracy Johnson, 43, m
.....
of Atlanta was injured.
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'White Powder' Found At
Hillsborough Countv Counhouse

>

Man Gets 18 Years
For Possessing
Ammunition

(§
en
w

::::)

....

Members of a Hazardous Materials team prepare to investigate a suspicious ''white powder" located at the Hillsborough
County Courthouse on Monday.· (Photo courtesy of Captain
Bill Wade, City ofTam~a Fire Department).

Investigators with the
Hillsborough
County
Sheriffs Office will launch
~ an investigation in~o a
c mysterious white powder
discovered
at
the
Ll.
Hillsborough
County
c Courthouse on Monday.
z<(
The Hazardous Material
Unit
of the Tampa Fire
~
Q Department responded to
en the second floor of the
w
::;) Hillsborough
County
Courthouse annex after an
~
clerk of the
w unidentified
Circuit
Court's
Office
>
w
opened the envelope and a
Q white powdery substance
w
::z:: SJ)illed out.
en
The clerk was isolated
' ~ and evacuated. The build::;) ing was partially evacuatA.
limiting access to severz ed,
al offices and two of the
courtrooms; Captain Bill
~ Wade Tampa Fire
::;)
ID Department spokes~rson

a:

....

ffi

.

said.
Hazardous Material
employees wore protective
gear as they gathered the
substance for testing. The
substance was transported
to the University of South
Florida to determine what
it was. "Test results
showed it was not
anthrax," Captain Wade
said.
Shortly after 2 p.m., on
Monday, most of the building had been restored to its
normal activities, he said.
Members of tb:e Tampa
Police Department and the
Hillsborough ~ County
Sheriff's Office will .conduct
the investigation to determine what the powdery '
substance is, who sent it to .
the courthouse and why.
The investigation is con- .
tinuing.
~

CHRISTOPHER
SAMUEL CARTER

ORLANDO - United
States District Judge
· Gregory A. Presnell sentenced
Christopher
Samuel Carter, 24, last
Thursday to 18 years in
federal prison for a charge
of possession of ammunition by a convicted felon.
Carter had previously
been found guilty after a
jury trial on January 23,
2009.

Bank Robberv

Suspect Arrested
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Former Football
Plaver:Arrested ·

Thursday night and he
faces two counts of unlawful sex with a :ID.ino~.
Police said Church, who
attended Lakewood High
School and FSU where he
played football, had sex
with a 17-year-old on four
occasions.
Police also said the victitn, who Church met
. , tlirough MySpace, was
uncooperative .and it was
her father who pushed the
· · MARCEU.O CHURCH
complaint.
Church was a lin~backer
ST. PETERSBURG- St.
. and on special teams durPetersburg Police arrested
ing his time at Florida
Marc.ello Church, 27,
State University.

ERIC DUBOSE

ST. PETERSBURG- St. ·
Petersburg Police have
arrested Eric Dubose, 41,
for two bank robberies that
occurred last week. Police
·said the banks involved
were Bank Atlantic, 3801
29th Street, North, and the
Whitney Bank, 3400 4th
· Street, North.
In each case, police said
Dubose entered the bank
. and approached .a teller,
handing them a note
implying he had a gun .
After getting the cash,
Dubose reported fled to a
waiting car . The vehicle
was described as a red
2005 Dodge Neon that
belonged to his girlfriend.

a glass of water
empty. 27, 7, 4 An
sees that same g
half full. 50, 22, 17.

Shooting Victims Identified
LARGO - Two people shot
outside a bar in Largo
Monday morning have
been identified, according
to
Pinellas
County
deputies.
Charles Smith, 22, and
Kasheta Williams, 19,
were shot after a fight in
the Just Chillin Bar at
1201 Gooden Crossing
moved outside after 1:30
a.m., according to deputies.
Smith was hospitalized
with non-life threatening
injuries and Williams took
herself to the hospital for
treatment
and
was
released.
Deputies said no information has been released on a

CHARLES SMITH
•••••wounded in bar shooting

suspect in the shooting and
as many as 150 people
were at the bar when the
shots were fired.
.

Brooksville Man
Sentenced In Shooting .
BROOKSVILLE- Circuit
Judge Jack Springstead
sentenced Curtis Wesley
Sanders, 46, to 20 years in
prison. He was found guilty
of attempted first-degree
murder and possession of a
firearm by a felon for an
incident where he shot at a
man three times.
In August 2008, Sanders
. was riding a bicycle when
he approached a man who
was mowing his lawn.
Officials said Sanders
fired two shots at the inan,
striking him twice in his
forearms. The victim was
treated and released from a
local hospital.
An immediate search was
initiated to find the shoot- ·
er, and Sanders was found

CURTIS SANDERS

at his home a half-mile
way.
Sanders reportedly toid
deputies he shot at tl;te
man in · retaliation, but
w"ould · not elaborate
further.

Two Teens lccused.ln
Violent Holle Invasion
OSCEOLA COUNTY,
Fla. - · Investigators say
two teens armed with a bat
and a knife forced their
way into a home near
Poinciana.
Osceola County sheriff's
depu.ties say 14-year-old
Calvin Cheatham and 17year-old
Jatavius
Hatcher spotted ' an open
garage in a gated neighborhood.
. A disabled woman and
her children where home at
the time. The- sherifrs
office believes the two suspects knew that.
The victims say
Cheatham and Hatcher
demanded money before

.JATAVIUS HATCHER

running off. Deputies were
able to catch thein quickly
at the front entrance of the ·
gated community.
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LEGAL NOTICES

Notice of Public Hearing

NOTICE OF INTENT TO SOLE SOURCE

A public hearing will be held by the Zoning Hearing Master, pursuant to Hillsborough County
Ordinance 92~05, beginning at 6:00p.m., May 18, 2009, at the Board Room, 2nd Floor of the Co~nty
Center, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, to hear the following requests.
Copies of the applications, department reports and legal descriptions are available for public
inspection in a master file maintained by the Planning and Growth Management Department, the Board
of County Commissioners and the Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners. All interested persons
wishing to submit testimony or other evidence in this matter must submit same to the Hearing Master at
the public hearing before him/her. The recommendation of the Zoning Hearing Master will be filed with
the Clerk within fifteen (15) working days after the condusion of the public hearing.
· The review of the Zoning Hearing Master's recommendation by the Board of County
Commissioners of Hillsborough County shall be restricted to the record as defined in Hillsborough
County Ordinance 92-05, unless additional 'evidence and/or oral argument is permitted pursuant to the
terms of the ordinance.
ANY PERSON WHO MIGHT WISH TO APPEAL ANY DECISION OR RECOMMENDATION MADE
BY THE ZONING HEARING ' MASTER OR THE GOVERNING BODY REGARDING ANY MATTER
CONSIDERED AT THE FORTHCOMING PUBLIC HEARING OR MEETING IS HEREBY ADVISED
THAT THEY WILL NEED A RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS AND FOR SUCH PURPOSE, THEY
MAY NEED TO ENSURE THAT A VERBATIM RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS MADE AS IT
WILL INCLUDE THE TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON WHICH SUCH APPEAL IS TO BE BASED.
Additional information concerning thes'e requests may be obtained by calling the Department of
Planning and Growth -Management at (813) 276-2058.
SPECIAL USE REQUESTS
Petition SU 09-0552-SFN,_ filed on 3/26/2009 by Casandra Coleman, of 16127 Lone Oak View Dr.,
Lithia, FL 33547, phone 813-957-2239, requesting a Special Use Permit for Child Care. The property is
3.13 ac ±and is presently zoned RSC-4. It is located in all or parts of Section 3 Township 29 Range 20
or 5231 S. C.R. 579.
REZONING REQUESTS
Petition RZ 07-0206-CW, filed on 11/9/2006 by RobertS. Wise, Trustee & Michael Kelly, _Director of
HC Real Estate, of P.O. Box 1110, Tampa, FL 33601 , phone 813-272-5810, requesting
change
from OR & RSC-4_to ,PD. The property is 2.0 acres ± and is located in all ~r parts ofS~Cilon 2, 11
. Township 28 Range 18 or N/S of Fletcher Ave., 200' W/0 North Blvd.
:
Petition-RZ 09-0411-RV, filed on 2110/2009 by International Independent Showmens Mlis~· Corp,
' repr~sented by Todd Scime, of 4706 N. Thatcher Ave., Tampa, FL 33614; -phone 813;8.7.2-~7768,

P-0176-09(RM)
PURCHASE OF MARSHALL SOFTWARE
MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT

For
THE PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
Hillsborough County intends to recommend the award of a sole
source purchase to Marshall & Associates, Inc. for software
maint~nance and support for Field Data Collection (FDC)
application software.

"T1

Contractors who believe they can meet or exceed the above
stated requirement must provide convincing technical data
sufficient to support their position. The Hillsborough County
Department of Procurement Services must receive replies to this
notice not later than close of business on May 14, 2009. After this
date, an award will be made. Responses to this notice will be
used to determine whether bona fide competition exists.
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18th Floor.• _.Tampa, Florida, 33601, Attention Rosalyn Mcintosh,
CPPB, Seglor Procurement Analyst, or FAX to (813) 272:6290.
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REQUESTS FOR BIDS AND/OR PROPOSALS
.
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-m:Hillsborough County will receive sealed bids and/or propqsals·
for the following, until the stated date and time when· _they will be
~~Ucly opened.
~
__
I

!

I ·: ...

MAY.21, 2009-;..,; 2:00P.M . .-···. . .....

COCKRO-ACH BAY AQUATIC PRESERVE ...
PLEASE
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COUNTY GOVERNMENTAL PURCHASING COUNCIL BID.
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MAY 14,2009-2:00 P.M: ~ "t:
P-0119-09(RM)
REPAIR
,
.UPHOLSTERY
.
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Petition RZ 09-0525-BR, filed on 3/20/2009 by Scott Stoltz, represented by Molloy.&James, of 325 s ~
Blvd., Tampa, FL 33606, phonfil 813-254-7157, _requesting a zone change from ASC-1 to BP-0 (R).
The-:prapeny ts 1 ac :i: 'and is locatecfin all or parts of Sectton 10 Township 29 Range 20 or 250' W/0 s:
Parsons Ave., 30o• S/0 Claire Dr:·
. ' . -·. ,:_,,
.
.
L Thompson, r~pre_sent~d by
Michaelll:Rosen ~~ugh H-Marthlnsen, ' of 201 E. Kennedy.-Bivd. # 600, Tampa, FL 33602, phone
813-314-4513, requesting a 'zone change from RSC-6 to OR. The property is 0.26 ac ± and is located in
all or parts;¢- - S~~>n
11 TownJhip 28 Range 18 or 11713 N. Armenia Ave.~ '
.I'
·
. •
•
·:·
.. ""
·-\..
•
Petition tfZ-091oss9tcw, filed on 3/26/2009 by David Denning, represented by Michael D. Horner,
AICP, of 14502 N. Dale Mabry Hwy. #200, Tamjla, FL 33618, phone 813-962-2395, requesting a zone
change from CG toCI (R). The property is .41 ac ±and is located in all or parts of Section 1 Township
28 Range 18 or.20tY·easfof N. Florida Ave., 650' north ofFietCher Ave.
· ·
, ;~
· . MAJOR MODIFICATION REQUESTS
Pe~tion MM 09-0371-EGL, filed on 1/26/2009 by BPRCH Development LLC, represented by John B.
Grandoff Ill, Esq. of 101 E. Kennedy-Blvd. #3700, Tampa, FL 33602, phone 813-221-3900, requesting
a major modifiCation to. allow a medical office. · The property is 1.92 ac ± and is presently zoned PD
(90-52). It is ' rocated in-all or parts of Section 28 Township 28 Range 18 orNE corner of N. Sterling &
.W. Hamilton Ave

6
>

Send written responses to the Hillsborough County Department of
Procurement Services, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., County Center,

Forfurthe( information call (813) 301-7086.

! requ:sti~g a.z~ne<~~~ge ~ro"? RSC~6 to PD. Th_e property is 5.6~ ac ~ ~nd ~-~~~t;,~<i~.!~ o~;?!~ of

!

::0

a:J
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. Sectton 14 Toymshlp 30 Range 19 or NW corner of Palmer St. & Rtvervtew Dr. t ·_. -- · ._ ~,}
Petition RZ 09-0431-RV, filed on 2/18/2009 by Bradley L Baumgardner, represented by Joh_n N.
LaRocCa, of 101 E. Kennedy Blvd. #3020, Tanipa, FL 33602, phone 813-226c8970, requesting a zone
change from ASC-1 to PD. The property iS 2.52 ac ± and is loca~ed in- ail or parts of Section 8
--Township 30, Range 20 or W/S of Krycul Ave., -250' N/0 Johanna Ave.
•... -.
'·
Petition RZ 09-0461-LU, filed on '2/25/2009 b{AI's Lawn ·care P'r oducts a"rid · service~; Inc.,
·represented by ·Joseph--L Diaz, Esq ., of 2522 W . Kennedy Blvd. ; Tampa; FL -<33609, -phone
813-879-6164.' requesting a zone change from CN to CG '(R).' The property is .1.2-98 ac ± arid -is 4ocated
iri ~II or parts of Section 10 To\vnship _2TRange 18 or 18905 N. Dale Mabry Hwy. · ·>: ' ·· · · >.
Petition' Rz 09..0499-RU, filed on 3/12i2009 by Rolando Rodri!;)uez, represented by Susan Zaleski, of
15~4 s . Hwy 41, Ruskin, f:L -33570: pho.rie 813~310-0146, requesting a zone. change from RSC-6 to
RSC-6(MH). The property is 0.68 and is located in all or parts of Section 7 Township 32 Rimge '19 or
. .·· :;. _,, .. .. ..
N/S of 9th Ave SW., 200' E/0 10th St. SW.

r0

.
. MAY~2, 2009-2:00 P.M...
,.. ':: · ~ -~---T.:0174;.c)9(JM) VM-WARE SOFTWARE. MAINTENANCE

-.
Some or all of the above bid(s) may have Pre-Biq -Conferen~s.'
Information on these and other Requests for-' Bid't; along\vith
Bid/Proposal results may be accessed via· the following: {1) the
Internet at www.hillsboroughcounty.org/procurementservices, or
(2) by coming to the Department of Procurement Services office
located at the address listed below.
·
··
Minority and women owned firms will be afforded a full
opportunity -to participate in these matters ahd .will not be subject
to discrimination on the basis of race, sex, color or national origin.
Questions regarding the above projects may be directed to
Hillsborough ·County Board of Commissioners, Department of
Procu-rement Servjc:es, 60_1 E •. Kennedy Blvd,. 18t_h Fl_., C~;~unty 
Center;··nffipEi" f!ibrida:" 33602, (B13) ~72-5790: -:duiihg· reg~lar
busin~ss, ho.urs.. . H
.;;. ·.
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO SOLE SOURCE
REQUEST FOR APPLICATIONS
ARRA SENIOR NUTRITION SERVICES

w
~

1-

~
c
~

LL.

c
z

Contingent upon the availability of funds, the West Central
Florida Area Agency on Aging, Inc. is soliciting applications for
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) senior nutrition
services. Services will include congregate and home delivered
meals provided to persons age 60 and older who reside in Hardee,
Highlands, Hillsborough, Manatee, and Polk Counties. ARRA
funding is intended to serve seniors who are not currently receiving
nutrition services under any other funding source. The anticipated
contract period is June 1, 2009 through September 30, 2010.
Applicants must have a history of providing congregate and home
delivered meals to seniors on a county-wide basis. Transportation
for seniors to congregate meal sites must be provided from other
funding sources. Qualified organizations may obtain an application
at the office of the West Central Florida Area Agency on Aging,
located at 5905 Breckenridge Parkway, Suite F, Tampa,
33610-4239, beginning April27, 2009 at 9:00a.m. The application
will also be available on the agency's website:
www.agingflorida.com. Sealed applications must be submitted to
the West Central Florida Area Agency on Aging, Inc. by 3:oo p.m.
on May 11, 2009. WCF AAA reserves the right to reject any and
all applications not complying with specifications or providing
requested information.

1p(agt..ft"ill.E~~"'
,,tends to establish a term
contract with qualified firms to
provide Human Resource
and Payroll Services. Visit
www.reachupincorporated.org
to.review the Request for Quote
(RFQ).
Applicants must address
all RFQ communications to the
Issuing Officer, Hope Tackett @
813-974-2005 or
htackett@health.usf.edu.
Information Session:
Monday, April 27th from
2:00 pm- 3:00 pm at
10500 University Center Drive,
Suite 100, Tampa, FL 33612.
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Why Rent When
You Can Own
0 Down Payment
Mortgage Paid
For 6 Months
All Credit Considered

~

Call 813-326-6141
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Cutting It Low
Barbers Needed Now!
Prime Location
You Will Make Money!
Call (813) 217-2462
' .
Family Care Worker For

<
c

Finding Me Productions

hich Consist Of Nights And

Call (813) 775-5884

Weekends Shifts

Monday- Saturday

H.SDiploma Or Equivalent
Must Have Valid Drivers

~

License And Pass

LL.

Background Screening

g

' Or E-mail
AVONLADYGEORGIA@'vAHOO.COM

Small Residential Facility

w

CJ)

Call 813-832-4282

A Gospel Play Production
Looking For Talented Ay~s

..J

z
i=
z
w

Avon Representatives
Needed All Areas!

Call For Appointment
(813) 375-3933
Between 9 A.M.- 4 P.M.
EEO/ADA Employer

~--------------~· ,

~------------------~
HIRING HIRING HIRING ~.
Marketing Reps To Work
From Home. Guaranteed
Income And Free Insurance.
(813) 417-6654
Debora Barr
(The Tag Lady)

lnstrudo~

Information
Tecnnology

...

co
w

(!)

~

Requirements: Mosta~s degree in Computer Science oro
moste~s degree with a combination of at least 18 graduate
~1001ter houl3 in a related computer field; all graduate
degrees and couM houl3·must be from regionally accredited
insfitutions; must possess computer proficiency ond be willing
t~ dMiop ond teach online cou1181; satisfactory criminal
history boclqjrouoo check. Some muM assignments will be
Mning sec!ions. Preferred: Camp TIA A+ ond Nerwo~
+ cellificofions. This is a lul~time (two terms) larulty
position far Posco-Hernondo Community College. Antitipoted
starting dote is August 1~ 2009. So lory range ls $37,087 $51,427 (two terms): rne maximum salary is basad on
odwnced degrees and appropriate Mlrk of11l/or full-fime
teoching experience. Employtllllnt alii compensation pending
College Soard opprovol of the 2009-2010 College Operating
Budget remmmeoootion. THE COLlEGE IS ClOSED FRIDAYS
FROM MAY 8 THROUGH AUGUST 7. The opplicofion review
process con begin with copies of transcripts; however, offitiol
tronsoipts must be received prior to the interview. Send lener
of lnterast, current resume, PHCC opplicotion, and offitiol
transcripts to:
Worlilarce Oevelopment Vivision - )ob code: IT lnstnJctar
Po!Co-Hemondo Community College
10230 Ridge Rood; New Port Richey, Fl34654-5199.
Phone 727-816-3263 - Fox 727-816-3301.
·
LrnER OF INTEREST, RESUME, TRANSCRIPTS, AHO APPUCATION MUST BE RECEIVEDATTHE ABOVE ADDRESS BY MAY 7.
Applications avadable at:
'INNI.phcc.edwodministrotior/hVemployment.php
EOE/ADA Compt10nce
Website: www.phu.edu

Gibsonton
5bedroom 3Bath
$169,000
Approved For USDA
100% 'Financing
Bank Owned: Riverview
3-2 $99,000 .
Bank Owned
North Tampa
Well Kept Town Home
$31,900
Ainsley Da~x
Home Run
Real Estate Inc.
(813) 493-0912

Home For Sale!
Full Renovation 2009
2003 East 20th Avenue
Tampa, FL 33605
$115,000
813-221-4457
CruzTtademarks.com

;3 Bedroom/2 Bath Home
Recently Remodeled
Seller Will Assist
With Closing Costs
CaiiV & VNow
(813) 259 4663

2 Bedrooms/1Bath
$700.00/Monthly

Great "Fixer Upper" Deals
www.rehabbersuperstore.com

201 Thorn Tree
Brandon

Kenny Rushing
813.675.7040

Call813.770.3987
6 Bedroom/5 Bath
Bank Foreclosure!
$55,000!
$445/Monthly!
5% Down -15 Years
At8%APR

South Tampa Townhome
2 Bedroom/2.5 Bath
Garage, Gated Community
Great Location
Section 8 Accepted
$1 ,000.00/Monthly

For Listings 800-366-9783
Ext H489

Call 813~956-5607
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment
$650. CO/Monthly

Need Information Regarding
Down Payment Assistance,
Bank Owned Properties
Or Short Sales.

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
House
$785.00/Monthly
Call (813) 493-0912

Call Ainsley Daux
Home Run
Real Estate Inc.
(813) 493-0912

West Tampa Townhome
3 Bedroom/2.5 Bath
Garage, Near Downtown
Fenced Yard
Section 8 Accepted
$1 ,200.00/Monthly

V&V
First Time Home Buyer
Seminar
May 16th
10:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m.
30 People Occupancy

Call813-956-5607
2301 5th Avenue

C~ll

YborCity ·

Condo For Rent

Wholesale Properties
To The Public

Now For Ticket Info
(813} 259-4663

5 Bedrooms/2 Baths
CHA, WDH
$1 ,400.00/Monthly

www.myfinancialconnections.com

I• ·JMi diiB¥·1&i'·1t1

"LOOK" Also Available
Big Rooms 4 Rent

USF Area

Call (813) 325-6499

1

Spacious, Remodeled

www.myfinancialconnections.com

2 Bedroom Townhome

USF Area

AJC, Carpet, Tile
Home For Sale!

WID Hookup, Fenced

2 Bedroom Townhouse
CHA, Fenced
Patio, WDH
Water Included
Section 8 Welcome
$750.00

Full Renovation 2009
Full Renovation
May 2009
520 East Hugh Street
Tampa, Fl 33'603
$85,000
.'.

813-221-4457
CruzTrademarks.com
VETERANS SPECIAL
No Down Payment
Own A Two, Three, Four
Bedroom Home
Many Areas
Prices & Sizes
Free Pre-Qualifying
Walter Brewer
Real Estate Broker
766-2033

Patio, Water Included
$775.00
Section 8 Welcome
Call 813-220-3633

(813) 962-8~00
Sulphur Spring ~rea
2 Bedroom/1% Bath
Townhouse For Lease
Gated Community
A Low $720.00 Section 8 Welcomed
Security Deposit $300.00
$25.00 Application Fee
Call (813) 740-0384

Email Your Ad To:
ledwards@flsentlnel.com
Fax Your Ads 24n
To: (813) 248-9218

Progress Village
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
New Central AJC
New Kitchen, Bath
Granite Counters, Tile
Roof, Bamboo Flooring,
L.ease Option Available!!
Section 8 Okll
Call For More Details
(877)730-7653 Ext. 181
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Hyde Park Townhome

710 Hoffman Boulevard

5901 North 15th Street

5813 12th Avenue South

2 Bedroom/2.5 Baths
$1 ,100 . 00/Mon~hly

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
$900.00/Monthly

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
$1,000.00/Monthly

Call 813-839-8968

Call 813-839-8968

Call 813-839-8968

Section 8 Only
4 Bedrooms/2 Full Baths
Fenced Backyard
CHAAndWDH

Homes For Rent

Move In Specials!
Move In Specials!

Call (813) 621-7492

Low Deposit/Low Rent
2 Bedroom/2 Bath
And 3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Section 8 Approved

3-4 Bedrooms Homes
From $700.00/Monthly!

1-2 Bedrooms Homes

3201 North 45th Street

Call 813-221-4457
www.trademarkleases.com

Call (813) 833-1674
Seminole Heights
1302 28TH AVENUE
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$750.00/Per Month
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Fenced Yard
Call (813) 505-1029
Sulphur Springs Area
Large 3 Bedrooms/2 Bath
Quiet, WDH, CHA
$900.00/Monthly
$900.00/Deposit
Call (813) 503-5321
1620 B

~ast

ldell Street

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
$675.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted
Call (813) 335-0076
Or (813) 885-5226
3005 Arrow Street
4 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, WDH , Fenced Yard
$950. 00/Rent
$800.00/Security Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

3 Bedroom/ Bath
CHA, Garage
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Section 8 Accepted
$1,000.00 Per Month

Sulphur Springs
3 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
$500.00/Deposit
Section 8 OK
Washer/Dryer Included

Call 813-326-6141
$205/Monthy!
4 Bedroom/3 Bath
Foreclosures!
5% Down
15 Y~ars@ 8% APR
For Listings Call
800-366-9783 Ext. R592
MacDill & Spruce
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Very Large Fenced Lot
Two Utility Rooms
Section 8 Onlv
Available June 1st 2009
(813) 240-8108
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
Central Heat And Air
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Carport
$750.00/ Monthly
$500.00/Deposit

Call V & V Now
(813) 259 46~3
www .myfinandalcon nections.com

2604 East 19th Avenue
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Wall-To-Wall Carpet
Central Heat & Air
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Fenced Yard
$750.00/Monthly
$500. 00/Deposit
(813) 777-6919
HLJD HnmP.!';!

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
$199.00/Monthly
4 Bedroom Only
$215.00/Monthly
5% Down
15 years@ 8%
Listings 1-800-366-9783
Extension 5649

New 4 Bedroom/2 Bath
$1 ,200.00/Monthly
Deposit Negotiable
Move-In 4/30/09
(813) 713-4055
(813) 770-2003
Rev. Tyson

Call (813) 877-9192
Or (813) 877-3406

Belmont Heights Area
Section 8 Accepted

Sulphur Springs
Near I-4/Hard Rock Casino
Huge 3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Totally Remodeled
New NC, Windows, Floor
$950.00/Monthly
$500.00/Deposit
Please Call
(813)-382-"r0'15

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
·4602 North 72nd Street
Carport, Well Kept
Central NC, W/D
$700.00/Monthly
lnTown ~E (813) 765-5368

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Block Home
Large Yard, Very Clean
CHA, WDH
$ 1,050.00 Monthly
Plus Deposit
Call1813) 453-5690

•

PUBLICATION DEADLINES
Tuesday Edition - Friday@ 3:00P.M.
Friday Edition :. Tuesday @ 3:00 P.M.

'.CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
. . $8.0? . -1-20 WORDS AND 50¢ FOR EACH
ADDITIONAL WORD OVER 20 THIS PRICE 'is EACH TIME
'.
. ·,. ·. y·ou PUBLISH YOUR AD .
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Section 8 Rental ·
Progress Village
8315 Allamanda Avenue
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
NC, Fenced, Carport .
. Washer/Dryer Hook~up
Available Now ·
$650,00/0eposit
$850.00/Monthly
Call Ed (727) 542~7283

412 W. Frances Ave
402 W. Amelia Ave.
One Or 2 Bedroom
Burglar Bars, CHA, WDH
$550.00 To $600.00
Plus Deposit
(813) 391-7046

3612 West Rogers Avenue

Sulphur Springs

"'T''

(South Tampa)

Apartment

0

4 Bedroom/2 Bath
$1,200.00/Monthly
Clean Up Home
Yourself For Reduced
Security Deposit

2 Bed room/1 Bath
CHA, No Pets
$575.00- $600.00/Monthly
Water Included

c
)>

813-839-8968
Section 8
Busch Gardens Area
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~

Call (813) 810-7725
Or (813) 996-7725
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University Area
Loft Apartment

;,

3 Bedrooms/1
Bath
,, ( ·
CHA, Washer/Dryer
Dining7hiving Room
Patio, Fenced
New Appliances, Tile
,~binets & Appliances

Gated Community
Swimming Pool
Laundry Facility
And More
$475.00/Monthly
No Deposit Upon Approval

(813) 340-2127

Call (813) 318-1523

Ybor City
2007 North 23rd Street

First Month FREE
$125.00 Moves You In
2102 W. Beach St. #A
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3 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
CHA, WDH, Privacy Fence
$950.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit

Call (813) 789-0760

Starting At $425.00
On-Site Laundry And
Convenient To Everything

~

Call (813) 971-5254
From $500.00/Monthly!

Call 813-221-4457
www.trademarkleases.com

Cinnamon Cove
Apartments
12401 N. 15th Street

Section 8 Welcome
Call (813) 504-1645
(813) 985-4758

1st Month FREE

Must Have Excellent
Rental History
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Alarm System
Central A/C, WDH
$625.00/Monthly
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(813) 238-6353
New Port Richey .
Southgate Senior
Apart!'llents, 62 +

Located Near Community
Pool, Library And School
1 Bedroom/$435.00
E. MLKArea
5 Bedroom/2 Bath
~ . Minimum Income Required
•
$1,500.00
1,475 Sq . Ft.
Wood Frame, High Ceilings
Adjacent To Southgate
Lots of Windows
Shopping Center
Call For Information
(813) 220-8658

(727) 847-1110

..
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FOR ALL YOUR LEGAL -OR CLASSIFIED APVER. TISING NEEDS CALL -_LaVORA'@ (81,3) 248-1921·

. . Email:

ledw~rds@flsentin.el.com ·
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Ybor City
East Columbus

2/2 Apartment- $850.00
With Washer/Dryer
Updated, Very Nice
Section 8 Welcome
Jacob Real Estate, Brkr.
(813) 258-3200

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Apartments
$800.00/Monthly
$400.00/Deposit
·Call 493-0912

Very Spacious
2 Bedroom/2 Bath
$650.00/Monthly
WDH,A/C .
New Tile/Carpet

~
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Call'(813) 298-2499

Cozy 2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
With Study

w

307 East Frances Avenue
Apartment #A

~

Remodeled Inside
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Newly Renovat~d
1 Bedroom/1 BalhNew Tile FloQ.~
New Appliantf$.
Central A/C
$550.00/Monthly·
Water & Trash Included!!!!
Very Low Deposit!
813-244-4551

Historic District
Tampa Heights

And Outside
$800.00/Monthly
$600.DO/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome·
Call Us At
(813) 54-8783
For An Appointment

West Tampa

1 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
With Carpet, Cable Outlets
Central A/C & Heat
Appliances
Water & Sewer Included
$480.00 - $589.00

(813) 253-0008

TTY - 1-800-9~-8771
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For Listings
Call 800-366-9783
Ext. 5492
University Area

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Gated, Pool
Laundry Facility
$525.00/Monthly
No Deposit Upon Approval
Call (813) 318-1523

"A Great Place
. To Call Home And
Run Your Business"

HUD - SECTION 8

Rent Based On Income
Mary Walker Apartments
4912 East Linebaugh Ave.
Tampa, FL 33614
·

Sentinel Bulleti.n
AVAILABLE AT THESE LOCATIONS
: : : : : : :=: : : : : : ml.wirulm~m::lm~:' ': : : : : :=: :=: : : ·:::;n:n=:::::::m::mm:=:m:w.tnm.irtt/tt::~::t:.ttm
(Tampa. Brandon &Seffner) .
Shell Gas
(Bruce B. Downs Blvd./Skipper Rd.)
1.1720 Dr,.MLK Jr. Blvd. (S)
Sweet Bay
949 E. Bloomingdale Ave. (8)
(Bruce B. Downs Blvd./Highland Pkwy.
2701 E. Fletcher Ave. (7)
11110 Causeway Blvd. (8)
:·:·::··r::::·,::::::r:;;:']1:?$.::~Pffl.!P.t(:=·:.· ·t . . .·.;
12808 E. Brandon Blvd. (8)
!Brandon. Seffner. Riverview & Valrico)
1601 W. Kennedy Blvd. (7)
5909 U. S. Highway 301 S (R) ·
8885 N. Florida Ave. (7)
625 W. M.L. K. Jr. Blvd. -(7)
2502 W. Hillsborough Ave. (7)
Coin Box Locations
5502 E..Fowler Ave. (7)
4001 E. Busch Blvd. (7)
HARTLine Terminal
. 291 t E. Fowler Ave1 . (7)
{University ~rea)- Livin~ston _Ave.
. 715 Branda)) Blvd. (8)
HARTLi ne Terminal ·· l .
715 W. M.L.K.. Jr..Blvd. (S)
(East Lake Area) .:; 56111 Street
2725 N. MacDill Ave. (7)
·Orient Jail, Orient Road
611 S. Howard Ave. (7) · Falkenburg Jail, Faulkenburg Rd. .
: =:l.wil.t::aiv:: ~:U.u.r::Mi~i~i:: 24 HourLaundromat, MLKiFiorida
!Brandon, Seffner. Riverview & Valrico) . VA Hospital, 56111 St./13tst Ave.
River Pines Apts., 40111 Street
6929 U. S. Highway 301 N. (R)
Centro
Place, 21st Ave./15111 St.
. . 2535 W. Brandon·Blvd. (V)
JL Young _Apts., _Nebraska/Bird St.
1101 E.. Bloomingdale Blvd. (8)
. 1247 Kingsway Blvd. (S) ·
Epiphany Arms Apts., Hanna/22nd
11230 E. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (S) · Univ. Comm. Hasp., 30111/Fietcher
. 205 E. Alexander St., Plant City · · St.. Joseph Hasp., MLK/Habana
597 S. Whe'eler St., Plant City
Tampa Gen.. ~osp., by McDonalds

West Tampa

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath Duplex
CHA, Utility Room, WDH,
$725.00 Monthly
$350.00.Deposit
2104 Palmetto Street #A

Accepting Applications
For A One Bedroom Unit

(813) 223-5214

Office Hours
Monday- Friday
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

USF Area Duplex

(813) 985-8809

Mary Walker Apartments
Prohibits Discrimination Based
On Race, Color, Religion, Sex,
Handicap, Familial Status, Or
National Origin

, lfij

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Washer/Dryer
Section 8 .., · 1 Bedroom
VouchE~r Accepted
$775.00/Monthly
Call 813-956-5607
Nice Area
Section 8 Only

Sulphur Springs

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
Quiet Area $500.00/Monthly

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, WDH
Receive $100.00 Cash
With Signed Lease
0 Deposit
(813) 789-3879

Plus Deposit
Tampa Heights
Call (813) 503-5321

10117 North 1Oth Street

Village ~ .

::J
...J

$199/Monthly ·
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
5% Down
15 Years@ 8%

Senior Housing

Tampa Presbyterian

z
~ ~~--------------~
w

,

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
CHA, -WDH
Near Everything
Call (917) 796-7400

Busch Gardens Area
BAD CREDIT?
No Problem!!
FREE APPLICATION! I

Move-In Special
$550.00 First 6 Months

Section 8 Tenants
0 Security Deposit

Ta~pa 'F>a ~k Apartments
Is Conv.eru,ently Located In
Ybor cHy~;.\'Short Walk To
The Downtown c ·entral
Business District And A
;;J:folley Ride From The
;:.~ citement Of Channel
~g:ide With Its Colorful
Entertainment And Dining
· Options.
Tampa Park Plaz a Has
Available Large Space To
Accommodate
Most
Business Typ~s.

Beautiful House Like
2 Bedroom Duplex
Private, Fenced In Yard
~F!r.tinn

R - n nPnn~it

Call (813) 224-9040
Call Gisela (813) 264-9660
(813) 486-2504
West Tampa - Duplex

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$350.00/Deposit
$700.00/Monthly

Looking To Locate Or
Re- Locate Your Business,
Give Us A Call - We May
Hav~ The Space You Need.

Telephone (813) 229-1846
Florida Telecommunications
. Relay Inc...... ,
TTY 1-800-966"'771
voice 1-800-9s5'-87.7 o
Spanish 1-877-965-8773

Room For Rent

$100.00 Per Week
No 'Deposit

New Kitchen/Paint
Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 506-2303

Call (813) 852-1522

West.Tampa

Are You Interested?
For Application Information
Please Contact
Tampa Park Apartment, Inc.
1417 Tampa Pai-k Plaza
· Tampa, Flofida 33605

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Large Rooms
WDH/NC
$600.DO/Monthly
Water Included
+ Deposit

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex

South Of 1-275
Near Armenia
FHi'nished
$100.00 :-.$1 25.00/Weekly

$550,00/~onthly

lnclud~s.AIIl)tilities
. ,.
v... .. .• . J .... .

W/DHo~p

Cable,~P.~naJ, frJdge

872112th Street
Sulphur Springs

·•·.
Section 8 Welcome
Phone (813) 451 -1776
(813) 264-0698'

--~

Call (813) 545-80?4
..... ,.,,.

· ~·' (' l\">t' ~ ~--·

..

YborArea
A vallable May

THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN
THE VOICE OF OUR
: . COMMUNITY FOR
OVER 64 YEARS

Clean, 2 Bedroc;>m/1 Bath
CHA, Fenced Front·
And Back Yard
Conveniently Locat~d
$700.00/Monthly
(81 3) 454-8487

~-

. Unc;te.r t-lfJ)Y·!'I&nageme.nt
Gann & Gann R;ntals ·

Room For Rent
Orie Person Only
Phone Charles
(813) 229-8696
(813) 373-2515
(813) 373-2514
·806 E. Florlbraska
Tampa, FL

i.
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Ybor City Area

Available Room For Rent

Very Clean Rooms
For Rent
With Private Entrance
Senior Citizen Discount

In Ybor Heights At:
1000 East 26th Avenue

Clean, Quiet
Air Conditioned
Older Adults Preferred
$400.00/Monthly

Police Impounds

Ybor City Rooms

For Listings
Call 800-366-9813
Ext K456

For Rent In Private House
Prefer Female Students
$500.00 Per Month
Electric, Cable

Call ·267-259-7487
Seminole Heights And
Nebraska/Siigh Area
Rooms For Rent
Close To Bus Lines
$125.00/Weekly
Includes Utilities
Clean And Furnished

$350. 00/Month
Includes All Utilities
Washer And Dryer
On Premises

R. B. (813) 770-2025
Or (813) 247-1844
Ybor City Area

Free Estimates
Doors, Windows, Rails
A/C Cages, Gates

II·' I;'i·' :I.]''[,] :II,,,,
Complete Air Conditioning
& Heating Service
On All Makes And Models

Call 813 ..770-0375

Call (813) 620-1866

RUDY'S REPAIR
SERVICE

LIC #CAC 1814465

Furnished Rooms Or
Efficiencies For Rent

Tarpley's A/C
(813) 238-7884
Committed To Excellence
In Sales & Service
New & Used A/C's
Same Day
Financing Available

Call (813) 785-1030

LIC# CAC181530

Room For Rent
In Nice Home

And Repairs

Jim (813) 237-1810
. Gennte (813) 326...2871- .
'Polete (813) 410-5422

Call Carl
(813) 495-3172

Call Rufus
Electric Contracting
(813) 348-6148
Lie #ER13013733

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning

•
:

.

~

FL LIC # AB43-AU141
\.

.

Rob Hennessee
(813) 626-2341

813 598 4262

$5001 Pollee Impounds!
Hondas, Chevys, Acuras
Toyotas, Etc. From $5001
For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext 3695

(813) 748-1634
. Auto Insurance Plus
3503 E. Hillsborough Ave.
Low Down Payment!
Speak With A Licensed
Agent To Get
Instant Coverage
Get Licensed Reinstated
As Low As $119.00
Tag Or Sticker
As Low As $34.99
We!Aiso Offer SR22 And
FR44 And Title Service
Monday - Friday
10:00 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
For More Information
Call (813) 234-6325
(813)-310-8608
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I Buy Junk Cars
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Up To $500.00 & Up

m

Free Pick Up Of Old

m
<
m

Appliances And Metal
Call Eric
(813) 458-51 07
I Buy Cars
In Any Condition
No Title, Impounds
Stuck In The Mechanic
Shop And. Liens

CALL JANICE FOR
GREAT RATES 1!111
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No Problem
DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
We Buy Foreclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days.

Now Servicing Nationwide
1-888-651-5777

.,r

z

CRUISE

.Dimservices91 @yahoo.com

CD

:::!

!

DLM-DNA
Testing Services
(813) 928-2753

N
0
0

m

Frid'y & Saturday
May 1~t & 2nd, 2009
Call (813) 325-4330
8:00 a.m. - Until
3614 Potter Street Tampa
_ . Living Room And Den
Furniture, Cherry Dinning
.. ~bam Suit, Two Bedroom
1
·
' ~
:Suits, Stove, Refrigerator
r-----------------~
Washer/Dryer, TV
MAKE YOUR
Small
Items Appliances And
NEXT -VACATION
Large Size Clothing
OR FAMILY
Too Many Items To List
CELEBRATION A
CASH ONLY

Paternity Test
We ~·orne To You!
Results In 3 Days
Legal Or Personal Testing
Payment Plans
24-Hour Service
Monday - Saturday

N
00

rgeorge3801 @tampabay.rr.com

No Hidden -CHARGES !

DNA Testing

2!!

Health Program Specialist
Email:

ONLY- $24.95

I Buy Or Will Consign
To Auction
Old Goinsi ·Gold Or
Costume Jewelry

Discount Program
Dental, Visison
Rx, Health
And Chiropactor

1-3 Rooms

813-985-8939

Room For Rent
Central @ 1-275
A/C, Cable, Phone
Queen Beds,
Kitchen, Ceiling Fans
$85.00 Deposit
$100.00 And Up Weekly

Breaker Panels And
Receptacles, Lights, Outlets
Service Upgrades

For More Information

www.customcrulsesandtours.com

30 Years Of Age & Older
Must Have
Steady Income
$1 io. ooJWeekly
'$ 1ze:oo/bep6sit

Residential And
Commercial Complete
Electrical Service

General Welding

(813) 784-0508

Rooms For Rent
2 Bathrooms
Large Kitchen
Patio/Parking 'Available
$75.00- $100.00/Weekly
Deposit Negotiable

$550.00-$650.00/Monthly '
Plus Deposit
Includes: Water, Lights
Cable, Internet
Washer And Dryer

http://dnatestingsolutions.com
DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
J813) 915,-0000

Internet Included

Call (813) 51~-1559
Or (813) 690-3320
Fixed Income
Room Special

Legal or personal testing
avai lable. Results in just
3 DAYS. No Collection
Fees in Tampa.
NO
BLOOD ! Payment options
available.

36 Months @ 8.5% APR

Please Call (813) 494-3343

AMERIPLAN USA

r

Cars From $29.00/Monthly!

Call (813) 244-7388
Rooms For Rent

DNA Paternity Testing

$0 Down!

1J

· See Our Ad
Florida Sentinel.

In

Top$$$
Call (813) 775-5990
We Pay ''TOP" $CASH$
Up to $1,500.00

The
For Junk Cars, Trucks

WNW.rehabberssuperstore.com

813.675.7040

Vans And Motor?ycles
Running Or Not
We Pick Up Any
Junk Metal/Appliances .
For FREEl
7 Days A Week

Are You Hot?
You May Need Insulation
Or Duct Repair
Save Money Call
1 Insulation Man Services
(813) 335-1244
Llc#007542

(813) 695-2438

FAX YOUR ADS 2417

TO: (813)

2~·9218

~

(i')

OR EMAIL

m

ledwards@flsentinel.com
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Junk Cars

Local Church
For Rent/Share
Call (803) 397-0188

Carpentry, Room Additions

Or (803) 31 ~-8321

Roofing, Drywall

Spring Specials:

Plumbing, Ceramic Tile

Waves, Wraps And Sets

Sidewalks, Patios

Starting @ $25.00

We Buy Junk Cars
Trucks And Vans
Call (813) 784-8339
I Buy Junk Cars
Vans & Trucks
· Also, I Buy
Impounds Or Vehicles
At Mechanical Shops

And Hauling

SALO

Florida Sentinel.
www.rehabberssuperstore.com

813.675.7040

Lawn Service
Hauling And Clean-Up

·':' 11:1 11= t.l;; 1:tal

Phone (813) 245-9761

Micros Short Hair

$65

Micros Long Hair

$85

Kinky Twists

$65

Box Plaits

$40

WeaNes

$45

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429
African Braiding
Micros

Small Offices

At Affordable Prices

$450.00/Monthly

Convenient Shopping

Water, Electric And

From Home Or Office

Internet Included

WWN.uniquefashionsJ~Iine.com
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Are You Receiving M6ntn)~~
Payment On A Private Loal!f
Or A Note? Would You Like
To Receive A Cash

Stop_Paying All The Extra

Lump Sum? ·

. Rent Includes Furniture,

Utiiities: Telephon~~

·--

.· _

~l!ternet

.
Confetenee/Events Room
. :· ·· ·-_Security '

.

Sharon (81l) 546-9940

~
'.'.: i
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Learn How To
Create Wealth Investing .

A~d__,Receptionist

In ·Real Estate
Rehab For Profit
- Build With Equity

Call (757) 652-8137

- Build A Positive
Cash Flow

Up To 3 Months
Rent Free

Rental Business
Must Have Fair Credit

864 Square Feet

Must Have Cash To Close

Commercial Space

Serious lnquiri~s Only

For Barber Shop Or Retail
For Person With Solid

..

Call Kenny Rushing
.813~675.7040

Business Plan
May Help Finance
·Some Fixtures
Rent Negotiable
2409 East Lake Avenue
N

Space B

_~

can (813) 238-6353

·N .

·. ~

Contact LaVORA
@ (813) 2~8~1921
To Publish Your
Classified Or Legal
Advertisement In
The Florida Sentinel
· Bulletin

Cash In 3 Days For Your
Vacant
Lands,
Lots
Or Acreage.
See Our
Ad In
Florida Sentinel.

The

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

813.675.7040

Palm, Card Reader
Removes Bad Luck

$80.00

Restores Lost Nature

Cornrows From $50.00

Advise On Love/Marriage

·· Hair Braiding License
$200.00
Now Enrolling Supplemental
~tudy

Aid Cosmetology

Exam Classes
Trump Tight
Staffing Agency
(813) 992-7771 .
(813) 442-4739
Call Now

. Specials:
,
Monday -Wednesday:
Kinky Twist And Micros
$95.00
. Weaves - $85.00
Thursday - Sunday
15% Off All Regular Braids
With This Ad
Special
2 For 1 Relaxer
Wash-N-Set

Special Readings $5.00

$60.00
$20.00

Booth Rental
$1 00.00/Weekly
Open 7 Days
(813) 770-7039 ..
(813) 7&&.;.7053

If You Receive
Free School Lunch
Food Stamps, Medicaid

Phone (813) 506-9239

Public Housing
SSI, Section 8

JAMAICAN WEST INDIES
FATHER SAMUEL
May 8th, 9th And 10th

As The BEST! If I Can't
Help You, It Can't Be Done.
In Court Cases,
·
Specializing
.
.
Jinx Removal From The

(TA~F), (LHEAP) ·-··
Call 813-546-2692
813-222-0195
Across From McDonalds
@ MLK & Central
· Get Collect Calls
On Your Cell Phone
Orient Road & Faulkenburg
Jail Only $2.25 Per Call

Body, Restores Health,
Happiness, Peace, Love
And Finances. Remember,
"With God All Things Are
Possible.

Safra's Natural Roots
Hair Salon

Home Phone ONLY
$16.49 +Tax & Fees

Health And Business

Known Around The World

. .··:::·

Only $700.00/Monthly ··
More Amenities Included ·

.

Sister Grace

Evil Spells

CatH:.orraine @
(813) 817-8063

www.myfinancialconnections.com

z
i=
z

$100.00

Open 7 Days
Corner
,, Nebraska
An~. Fowler ,

(813) 259 4663

_J

\Love And Health
Oil, Healing Kits
Candles,
I
I
Call (701) 200-4157

Sew In Weaves Full Head
Designer Fashions

. Office Space For Rent
. DoWf!town
., Tampa

Helps In All Matters

Spiritual Cleansing

UNIQUE FASHIONS
ONLINE

Call V &

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl

Physic Kendra

See Our Ad In The

MAC DADDY

(813) 285-4674

Starting@ $35.00

·'

Cash In 3 Days ·"'

"We Do Best For Less"

Tree Trimming, Removal,
Or Any Other Hauling
Cheapest Rates
No Job Too Big
Or Small Including
Furniture Removal

Lie #022650

We Buy Foreclosure Hqooes
,,~

Trash Cleanup

Up Do's

Call Eli (813) 325-4643

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl

Call Pete
(813) 625-3399

Ms. D's World Of Beauty
3720 Yz Dr. MLK Blvd.
(813) 247-4368

Woodard Brothers
Residential Remodeling

If You Truly Want To Be ·
Blessed Come
If You Are Feeling Down
And Depressed Meet Me
·At: RamadaJnn
11714 Morris Bridge Road
' Tampa, Florida
Or Call MeAt
. (407) 841-2787 .

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER ~UYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
Cash In 3 Days
For Your HO!JSe
See

Ou.r ·'Ad · ln . The .

Florida Sentinel.
'www.rehabberssuperstore.com
.
·.,·· ...:..,
. '

(81'3) 675-7040

. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE .THE
FLO.RIDA·SENTINEL BULLETIN
· ACCEPTS VISA, MASTERCARD
· AMERICAN EXPRESS
·AND DEBIT CARD .
PAYMENT VIA PHONE

BUSINESS DIRE,CTORY
V\IHIDDEN BROWN P.L.

WORKER'S COMPENSATION ATTORNEY
State & Fed. W. C. Claims

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

* Certified by Michi~an State University
* All Job-Related Injuries
* Change Treating Physicians
* Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C./ Race Discrimination

MIAMI - TAMPA
Bond Motions
l'rob:atlon VIolations

•

,

Cl'lmmal Defense &
~;~e:ftse$ ·
Personal Injury
Homlcide/VIol~ntCrhue
272 - 2200
Sex Olfenoes
(813)

Aut·o Acdtleuls
MotorcyckAcddents
BMtingAoodents

WrongfulDeathCJalm~

DlfliBUl

~r·

ATTY. RODERICK FORD

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

Free lnformati~n Concerning Qualifications & E>cperience Available Upm Requesl The Hiring Of
An Anomcy Is An lmp<'rtanl Dccisim That Shruld N~t lie Boscd Solely Ul""l Advcrtisemcul<. BcfC4'e You
Decide, Ask Us T~ Send You Free Writtclllnformation.

1112 E. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33602
info@jjhlaw.net

JOYNER & JORDAN-HOLMES

813.229.9300

PERSONAL INJURY WILLS & ESTATES
BUSINESS REAL ESTATE MEDIATION
The hiring of alawyer is an important decision and should nO!. be based upon adevertisements.
Before you decide, ask us to send you free -.yritten informatiOJl about our qualification and experience

ATTORNEY AT LAW
·Personal Injury
·Wrongful Death
·Criminal Law

FREE CONSULTATION!

(813) 223·1200
- · (ExceptForPurelltleVIIC•ses)
220 E. Madison Street * Suite 1207, Tampa, FL 33602

-221-1800

Yl•it Us On·llne AI: www.FORDLAWFIRM.ORG (Former U.S. Army JACC Attorney)

The hiring ol01l.lwyer is .111 hnpoftant decision ;11nd dwtJd not be b.ued llpCII adevertlsmlt!nts.Before you decide. ,ask us to
send u free w..inen information .about our qt.J.Jili!u:arion ..ilnd expuience
·

LAW OFFICE OF CHE LOPARDO, P.A.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW- TAMPA, FLORIDA

FELONY • TRAFFIC • DUI • MISDEMEANOR
BOND I ROR MOTIONS $249 • VOP $249 to $949
Excludes Costs (Transcripts, Subpoenas, Etc.) ·

fW!o.

~e

A-A-A
.

Ob.s

.Sa~

Injured In Accident?

ACCIDENT VICTIMS1

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

(813) 350-7923
PAYMENT PLANS I VISA I MASTERCARD
The h1ring cf an attorney is an important dw.:isicn that should not be based soiety upon advertisements
Before you dec;de. ask us to send you free wntten ir.tormahon about our qualifications and experience:

All Accident
&
Injury Claims
• AUTOMOBILE
• BIKE/BOAT/BUS
• ANIMAL BITES
•WORKERS
C<j>MPENSATION ·
• W~ONGFUL DEATH
•NURSING HOME
INJURIES
·. 1

M

A~A-A

Attorney
Referral Service

._ .(813) 277-0068·- -·-· ---·--

soARD CERTIFIED
EXPERT CRIMINAL TRIAL ATTORNEY
, I .
-

1·800.733-5342:

301! N. FRANKLIN ST., TAMA, FL 33602 • SERVI"'G BAY ARE-'\ COUNTIES

WWW.ABWRIGHTLAW.COM

L24 HOURS 7 DA~A WEE~
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LAW OFFICE OF CHE LOPARDO,

·~

P.A.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW- TAMPA. FLORIDA

~

•

)>

z
c.,

AC-CIDENTS • INJURIES
You Pay NOTHING Unless You .WINI

::!!

c
~

FREE CONSULTATION WITH
AN ACTUAL ATTORNEY

(813) 350-7923
The hirinQ of an attorney is an important decision that should not be based solely upon adv~rtisements.
Belore you decide, ask u• to send you free ..rltten information about our qualification• and experience.

All IRS Matters
Over 20 Years Experience
Do Not Face.Tile IRS Alone

B. E. ltlclntosh, LLC
Enrolled .~gent ·

• Administrative Rep. (SSI, Workman's Comp)
• Civil Rights Restoration • Professional Proposals · •
• Civil & Criminal Cases (Small Claims, 3.850 Relief etc.)
• Legal Research • Professional Administrative Writing
• Foreclosure • Copyrights

Phone: (813) 300-7702 • Email: barristerrunner@gmail.com

Marzuq AI-Hakim -Paralegal
Cirise Taviere - Paralegal/ Judicial Investigator

I AetAs
}(JUr Power OfAttorney_
. And
Will Negotiate For }(m To
Stop Liens And L11vys

Fax: -813-984-8324

Email:
macmci ntosh@' vorldnet. att. net

To Advertise In The Business Directory Call LaVora Or Betty At 813-248-1921.
DEADLINE For Placing Business. f>i!:ectory Ads Is FRIDAY AT _3 P.M.
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AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:

GEORGE E. SHAW
BAIL BONDS

-

--

.Springfield
· .
. COLLEGE

Hillsborough Count; ·

Injured? Need a Doctor? La\vyer?

(813) 247-5092

CALL RICI(Y
----- ---- ---------

-~----------·-----

(813)

892-8193-

~---

Or F;m~il; •gilhic~ywilli~m::;@gmail.c()r:n
Available 24HrsJOay • FREE.Consultation

Polk Count)'
328 Dorsett Ave.· (863) 67&-0772.
Lake Wales, FL 33853
Toll Free 1-877-437-2663
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• COMMERCIAL
• ROOFING.
• REMOO.ELiNG
• REPAiR
·HOME .
. ..
REHABILITATION

• RESIDENTIAL
• PLUMBING
~ Ab.b iTIONS
•CONCRETE
SLABS

For All Yo.u r Construction Needs ...

.· . Call Reeves

813"'!238-6197

"(?..U ••<'!f.~ .9'~-~ .'7,_

:Y-

Toll Free: (866) 394·8038
Office: {727) 906·9693
Cell: (727) 492-6317
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Licen-..ed, Jn•ured, Bonde<l • ICB-(.l060561
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SERVICES:

..

Busln,ss Administration
NOTARY: Authenticate
Signatures/Oaths
.
For:· Marriage Ceremonies
Wills • Power-Of-Attorney
Signing Agent • Etc •

..

DLM - DNA Paternity Mobile Services

SPENCER T. CROWELL.
Financial Services ·
Professional
Fllns.lic. # P006002

~

FREE NOTARY FOR:
· Permission Forms For Youth
Anyone Living In Subsidized Housing
.
Elderly 65 And Older
Anyone Conducting Business With
Tamara's Secretarial Service
More ·Services Available By Request
Service Call

: ·}::::::: New York Life lnsuranc;e Company
"<)..
Licensed Agent .
.·

99.9% Accurate

3109 W. Dr. Martin luther King Blvd• .:
Suite 300 · Tampa, FL33607
.
Offi

Call 'rod~y .& Stheduie

Te l: 81 3-281-0100 • Cel:813-732-0411 '
s~crowell@ft.newyorkllfe.com_ . ; .:

813-482-8238 Or

~·;
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